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P rt F. F A C E

Chenchus are one of the most primitive tribal groups of 

x.. Pr desh'ho- are mainly at the food gathering and hunting 

stage of economy. In the V live year Plan, special attention is 

being "aid to the primitive tribal groups in India who are facing 

problems of survival. Chenchus living in the backward and conti

guous areas of Mahaboobnagar, Nalgonda, Hyderabad, Kurnool, Guntur 

and Prakasham districts are identified as primitive and isolated 

tribal group.

In order to promote accelerated development of the 

Chenchus who are &t; pre-agricultural level of technology, this 

plan is prepared to indicate , advance action necessary to create 

the proper economic base for perspective development of t be 

Chenchus. Formulation of this plan for Chenchus is fraught with 

several limitations. The Chenchu villages situated in ITallamalai 

region of Kurnool and Prakasham districts were treated as R.F.

--‘21 gos and they were underthe control of Forest Department,. The 

community development programme-and Panchayat Kaj Institutions 

were not extended to these forest villages. Therefore basic 

duoa on all developmental activities was not available to assess 

the present level of development of Chenchus. Land records are 

not available in these forest villages.as they were until recently 

not under revenue jurisdiction.

Even in Achampet Block of llahboobnagar district '••There 

community development programmes have been extended , the Chenchu 

did not receive any special attention which was warr&rxed by 

their backwardness . In general this group did not receive the 
them as they

attention due to/Liv0 in scattered settlements maxing teem

local minority group, besides being least vocifeto low 



■>1 of aspirations andv'tsibTi^ character sticks of a primi- 

e -~~oup end the consequent lack of special allocations..

™ the basis of human, forest,agro, mineral

and water resources of the project area, could not be formu 

lated due to lack of data base which is a result of the V 

tations mentioned in the chapter on Uethodolop-v tay • in view of

urgency of implementation of developmental. programmes f 

chenchus a preliminary plan is devised.

As the implementation of the developmentprogrammes 

is -being taken up on the t)asis of the troad development frame 

provided a full fledged ' plane

of Chenchus ‘ frill be formulated on t ho basis of tp)0 Gxper’£ehc 

rained and comprehensive data collected.

Tn this family based approach certain infrastructure

programmes involving heavy investment such as laying of new- 

roads, electrification of chenchu settlements, credit cnm- 

marketing have not been specially mentioned as the existing 

infrastructure especially in case of roads and Girijan Co-

adequate for
rm 'option net work are found to be operative

progremnes suggested in this preliminary Plan document. 

Electrification Programme is not considered as the Chenchu has 

neither the knowledge not the other concomitant sectors need 

this sophisticated infrastructure facility in this short
~ span

years. However, in the perspective integrate approacY

proposed to be evolved after creating the

of three

x economic ba3e with 
the help of the present document, these 4 -

nirastructure fe-cil 
ties will else he concomitantly developed So ’ 

promotion of other sectoral programmes. erve the

26th April, 1976.

DIRECTOR.’



CHAPTER - I

INTRODUCTION

A couple of hundred Kilometres south of Hyderabad 

metropolis flows the river Krishna through a deep canyon 

in the heart of green wilderness. In Noth the flanks of 

the Krishna river stand the hill ranges which have been 

excavated hy the river over the past several millennia 

make its own. course. The northern extension of the hills 

in the Ifehaboobnagar District is known as Amarabad platen

while the southern extension of the hills runs across the 

Kumool and Prakasham Districts. These hill ranges are 

covered with dense tropical woods popularly known as 

Nallamalai forests. At the approach of the river Krishna 

one discovers a modem township throbbing with activity, 

breaking the stillness of the sylvan surroundings. A 

small sleepy settlement called Egal spent a t .ll a few 

years ago has transformed into a, modern township with 

the commencement of the work of giant Srisailom Hydro

electric Project. A "bridge spans the river to connect



the two regions long separated by the river Krishna,

1 .cross "the massive programme for

taming the mighty Krishna for power generation is goin? 

on round the clock. Thousands of peop lej Engineers 

skilled and unskilled workers from far off places onni 

pped with modern machinery ace engaged in thi^ tit 

task.

ks ne

ing fog, one behold
“ ^-earingthe mom..

complex, standing in pure white a 

drop. Th e gleaming golden 'Kalr

ailam Temple

• th e f-hlrrl
Shivaji and Krishna Deva Raya tower-

t "h • — «
from a distance. The ancient shrj; piigrims _

^risailam sancti- 
in country n

wavrs severed - 
from nii-Li over the country*  
Pilgrims coming from

fied by one of

thousands of pilgrims every yeq

Iverjr day is a festival day with

of cpwntryperforming ri+
& ^fturpcj j

y begins rt ~ associate0-■b dawn from the .
Sri Mallikar^,. Sv . presiding deities 

with ’Suprabhatham’. jj,e fl - . . ^^dinaramba Devi
'^'O't'ional mu^-i

» feishaa Valley w.kes • ‘’lc
-jP one n j i _ .

orxd the microphone blares t 5^Ct°rilUn ’fee 

quin bearers should lmmedlM °

pare the palanquin for , , rePort
sevpJ n

various port-s

ceremonies. D.

the pllgz

^Usic ends
Ghehchu pni^n_ 

J/UvJ-U/X-L—
■C°r duty nr.d ond pre-
f the Lora,



To inquisitive pilgrims temple authorities eyplair 

that the Cbenchup were the first inhabitants of the Sri- 

sailar- end the presiding deities of Srieailam were origi

nally the Chenchu deities. The Chencbus are still Pilot ed 

to perform their special ritual to the deities now called 

' l.umbbostavam' on 'Ibaitre budda Pournami' every year. 

Is the Srisailam gradually grew into a great Hindu pil

grim centre, the traditional rigbts of the Cbenchus were 

protected in the form of ’Chenchu Eettas’ and ’Paliapi 

•leva’ etc. Until a decade ago, Srisailem was the hu^ 

of Chenchu Life and .economy. Even to this dav Srisaii?r 

continues to be the centre of Chenchu habitat not onl- 

geographically, but also economically with the establish 

cent of giant Hydro-Electric Plant in its proximity

±EVIKOULEffT, ECONOMY oUCIiL oYSTEE;

From the top of ibivaji Gopuram over looking the 

river Krishna, one commands a bird's eye view of the high 

hill ranges covered with dense tropical forests. The 

forest clad table land interspersed with hill ranges nort 

of the river l.rishna constitutes the famous -marabaci 

Plateau in Ilaheboobnagar District, .long the southern 

flenl of the river run the Nallaralai hills. The Ifalla- 

m^lF- hills run across in the districts of Eurnool and 

, i<= these dense woods ringed by the Nalla-ripkasbaffi. 11 ■

hill0 and Zmarabad plateau that constitute the i..; C: 1 C 1 i

. bicf habit at Of Chenchu Tribe.
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1l„0 J DC 1 ■£ l'i±-A

The Chenchu habitat was originally confined to 

the Kallamalai hill tracts. But the Chenchu population 

for various reasons in the last one or two centuries had 

spilled over into the neighbouring areas. Es a result 

the Chenchu habitat now extends over the districts of 

Lahboobnagar, lurnool, Pralasham, Guntur and Nalgonda. 

ibere are also small pockets of chenchu population in 

Hyderabad, Yarangal and Khammam districts. However, the 

project area for implementation of Chenchu plan is con

fined to the contiguous areas of Fahboobnagar, Kurnool, 
Hyderabad., 

Prekasham, Guntur/and Nalgonda districts for the sake 

of administrative convenience. The Chenchu population 

in the left out areas does not exceed 10% of the total 

chenchu population which can be benefitted under normal 

Tribal Welfare programmes.

The Chenchu project area covers chenchu settle

ments of Achampet Block and Kollapur Block in Mahboob- 

nagar District, Devarakonda Block in Nalgonda District, 

i.tmakur and Handy al Forest Divisions of Kurnool District, 

ferragondapalem, Giddalur and Markapur Blocks of Praks- 

sham District and Ka.cherla Block of Guntur District where 

the chenchu live in considerable concentration. The 

project area is contiguous and is bound on the north by
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Nalgonda District, or the south by Cuddapah and Nellore

Districts, on the east by Pralssham, and on the west by

Kahboobnagar District.

The identified project area covers 12.8 chenchu

settlements of which 25 settlements are in scheduled 

area and the remaining 86 settlements are in non-sebe

culed area. The total chenchu population in the nm • . c p J- o j e t
are? is 14,300 of which 23.2?? of chenchu population re_

sides in scheduled ere? which is in Ifehaboobna

trict. ~e population part icula are
furnished in the Jlnneyure-I.

PHYSICAL PEXTUKES:

The entire project area belongs to the 8ac.

geographical formation. It belongs to j-cnaean age and
is made up of the nearby horizontal Sri i

or Irla_ 
conda sand stone quartzites, ? st»?p =+ + u£e 8t th6 ^P of the
Cuddapah system. The quartzites were denndoaaenuded aWPy and
the underlying granite comes to the surtax ,

' ce along the
• zmerebed-Mannanur valley which forms a

' cultivable

liiadepu Chelame valley slates are over L .

thick series of white brownish red and d'
lrty Pink fist

lying quartzites and quartzitic sand ston-
lb ese

Dorm the top most formation of the Iri-'h
8eriee and 
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named after the great temple of Srisailam. The river 

I* ’rishna. had cut a deep gorge into these quartzites all 

along its course in the Nallamalai dividing the Kurnool 

and Prakasham Districts from Dahaboobnagar District, 

ferruginous variations are also noticed here and there, 

ft places thin beds of purple shales are met with.

The hills are seamed with narrow valleys which 

cut through the hills from north-east to the south-west 

in Zmarabed plateau and soutb-v.est to north-east in the 

Kallamalei hills. In the rainy season torrents rush 

through the rocky ravines into Krishna, but soonafter 

monsoon these hill streams run dry exposing the naked 

rocky beds. During dry season the principal sources of 

i at er are a few springs which ooze from, the stream beds, 

and even mountain sides. The Chenchu habitat is generally 

char-acterised by the scarcity of potable water supply. 

It is this scourge that probably prevents large scale 

settlements of Chenchus. There are, however, one or two 

minor perennial streams like G-undl? Kamma which meander 

through the Chenchu habitat. The Krishna river, however, 

carries water throughout the year. As Prof. Haimendorf 

very optly. describes the various phases of the river 

Krishna in a year thus: ”1 roaring, surging tide, flood

ing the gorge during the monsoon, it falls in April and 

Day to a clear stream, flanked by yellow sand barks and



.-..■tchefi of cracked, sun burnt mud; in some places it 

shrinks within its rocky basin and run deep, narrow and. 

^reen or lingers in trenouil pools at the foot of

-,-=a sand stone cliffs, but in others where the 

flow is diffused over long stretches of pebbles and 

boulders it rushes in broad shallow rapids"*

C±.IIviiiTE;

In the E?in chenchu habitat the year is punc-

tuated by three seasons haracterised by shPrp Varia

tiers in temperature end rainfall. Summer l?a+q■Lc ‘-1 s 1 rom
middle of Febru^rv to the end of during which the

temperature reaches 105° F. The Summer is followed b

rainy season. The rains start early in June and lP«t

until October with interruptions.

tation in the area averages 25".

The annual preci pi-

Tn the higher hills of

hallamalai area the rainfall is.above 40”. Minor showerf:
occur during other seasons. Froc November the wintgr

lasts till February. The nights ere much colder in the 

Chenchu belt than in the neighbouring plains m the winter

(,. Von Furer HPimendorf, The iboriginal Tribes of 
Hyderabad Vol—J- - The Chenchus, h?c Millen & Co., 
Ltd., London, 1943 PP...............1 ' •
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The Chenchu habitat is a typical refuge area of 

a tribe of primitive hunters and food-gath erers. The 

rocky terrain and poor type and depth of soils in the 

higher ranges offer little scope for agriculture and 

hence the forests have remained immune to the depreda

tions of cultivators from plains. Endowed with a rich 

variety of flora and fauna the area provided the forest 

inhabitants with sufficient produce of the forest.

The Chenchu habitat endowed with a variety of 

flora and fauna changes its face in consonance with the 

seasons of the year. The seasons and concomitant in

fluence on the forest are greatly reflected in the life 

and economy of the Chenchb tribe of food gatherers and 

hunters. -< vivid description of the marked phases in 

annual cycle of natural vegetation in the Chenchu country 

is useful in understanding the forest potentialities of 

the area. In the tropical deciduous forests of the 

Chenchu belt, the trees Laden with leaves, ranging from 

deep green, bright yellow to flaming red start shedding 

by the end of the January. The tall grass slowly wilts 

rnd turns straw-coloured . But the autumn land-scape is 

here and there studded with small bushes covered with 

pink blossoms. Ts the temperature slowly increases and 

the winter cold recedes, the trees lose their leaves ano
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stems of

Til e

the creepers with dried up foliage hang 

Tonnes stout the bare branches of the trees.

into March, the bare trees and dried 

s on the ground which 

present a picture of complete u-

, trees offer no shade, while the 

.~^or,p radiating the sun’s heat scald the human

advances
e of tc n burnt due to

bare ground and

t ony

, -*hp  end of March, however, buds begin 
•Towards itie wjg

+ hp aome trees start budgening soon after- 
r an d t n e •-

heralded by the exotic
The

EeeE flowers. oon the <=rid landscape wes 

by the carmine flowers

MnBPOr,s 0f Glemelina erfcore!? enjJ

of wild silk cotton,

the yellow steiicx — 
Clusters of wild begin to ripen and the

ot hers.
first Mchwa flowers fall 

to the grey and gruesome 

with intoxicating aroma.

to the ground, lending colour

landscape air

it the
(.r)d of Ipril thunderstorms followed by

„ „c, of the forest within a few devs. ,T.e ch^fee fcCe
&a0'c'~ th£ stemg Of climbers, new

+^ndrif6kew xtn trees and cascades of
= oeveW or 0I

lfcfVfe” " of Cessie fistula light up the
+ , r1iow t'l°&t

bright V •- . torrid best of mid summer, the
„+ jespi1®foresx.
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fresh Luscious green of the new foliage of the forest, 

the ripening berries of Buchanania Latifolia, Ficus 

Bengalensis, mangoes and an abundance of I-'iohwa flower 

herald spring in the Life of Chenchu. the springs 

ushers in, the period of want suddenly ends and period 

of plenty commences for the Chenchus.

By June the entire forest looks lush with new 

foliage. The monsoon breaks out in June to nurture the 

grass. Soon the ground turns into a green carpet spread 

from horizon to horizon. By Jugust the vegetation thickens, 

the climbers with large leaves, tangles of white end 

lemon tinted flowers lend colour to the green back grop. 

In places the forest turns into blocks of impenetrable 

thiclets. The weather is cool and damp, the monsoon sun 

playing hide and seek across the cloudy sky.

The tropical deciduous forests of the Chenchu 

habitat constitute the home of a great variety of wild 

game. There are considerable numbers of bears, panthers, 

hyaenas, wild cats and wild dogs. In some areas, tigers 

still pose a danger to cattle and men. Sambar, spotted 

deer, wild goat, nilgai, four horned antelopes and wild 

pigs are hunted by the Chenchus with bow and arrows.

The smaller game such as hare, red- and grey squirrel, 
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porcupine, brown end grey monkeys, rets, nice and mon! 

tor ere bunted by the CheTichus for food.

There are multitudes of vividly coloured birds 

of which the pee-cocks ere most graceful. Jungle .fowl 

parrots, doves end pigeons, crows, wood peckers, wee

tails end hosts of smeller birds -re found throughout 

the area. Numerous water birds live elong the Krishna 

end Gundlekamme valleys, while birds of prey yile 

hewk, eagle and vulture ere common in the area

The rertiles, both poisonous and nA>, 
non-poisonous 

es well es various kinds of insects are m _ x .ere Plentiful in 
the Chenchu bebitat. In the abundant flora o- th

Chenchu habitat honey bees flourish.
’ providmg honey 

in greet Quantities for the honey cor e„+■C0ii6cting Chenchus.

CHINCHU ini-uOuGH ;

t if.- in

Thev liv

s walled off by the 

met the primitive tribe of chenchu feas\ 

.tete of seEi-seclusion from Hr '
lr,,G immeffiori m

■; a state of pprfect 6C01 , . lcI

until the uutr

d

riurn 

evruence to believe that the cm
- °henabu habitP+ 

; biatorv of contacts. nu+ s+ . *

ln tbe secluSiOn
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t rekking. Iso built t h e r ou t e s.
Such temples are found at Umamaheswaram and Nagaluti

The Chencbus living in the

the routes used to

work as guides and

tracks. cd

port er

settlements situated along 

lead a symbiotic life. They used to 

to the pilgrims in jungle 

to piotect the pilgrims from wild

predators and in return the Chenchu used to collect tra 

ditional doles from the pilgrims. It is these doles 

that sustained the Ch aichus living along the routes fo 

many s month in ? year. When the doles got exhausted

they fell back or forest for food.

many ruins in

speak of the

recent hi. The

luti in luk o f Turnool

8wami Temp1e n car lie

ixcrrampiai and 

contact? in the more 

rained fOrtg near 

Ei-'trict, Cbennake£ava 

in larkspur Teiuk

Prakasham .District and ruined forts r
s st Chandra- 

gupt? and i.edicankar in ichampet Taluk in Mahaboob 

District testily to the age old contact

and rulers outside. There

tanks on the ^marabad plateau and in the

constructed long time bacl

between Cb6nchus 

W wgi ls

fores
'i‘h <se cannot be th P „

£ U'orpg
of pre-agricvltura 1 Chenchus. These may be

U t

of the l out post
r ^ains

10 ^bard 
frontiers of various kingdoms in the pas-f.

the

t he

? ?
^ch am- 

by ti,s
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outsiders especially at places lik e L?nn?nur, UmameLeswarar 

Zmarabad and Boramacheruvu even before the I':i7am’s rule 

in the area*.

*C.Von furor Haimendorf; The Chenchus, London (1943)
D............ 16

It is not known that bow long the infiltration of 

the Chenchu area by the outsiders continued but their in

fluence on the Chenchus appears to have remained super

ficial. The contacts between the groups did not seem to 

have fostered into a symbiotic relationship. Once the 

immigrants and invaders had left the area, they were soon 

forgotten; only their ruined forts, temples, wells and 

tanks remained behind as endowments of the outsiders to the 

Chenchus, These water sources might have also influenced 

the settlement pattern of the Chenchus whose habitat has 

been marked by acute scarcity of water.

In the long chequered history, the Chenchu habitat 

did not register any marked change, until the forests of 

the area were taken under control of forest Department for 

modern management and commercial exrloitation towards the 

close of 19th Century. By enthough many other groups in

filtrated into what was the traditional home of the Chenchu,
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woman can easily
<? chenchu man or w

primitive featureorie due to his

be distinguished by any 

and extreme backwardness.

}, j-.L ffi-AiUlilb :

Inspite of’ long contacts with outsiders, the 

Chenchu can easily be identified by his coarse and pxi- 

rifive features . However, the Chenchus do not constitute 

f homogenous ethnic group. Racially they can be classi- 

fieli into two types. The first group is more primitive 

one characterised by "a low face, steep forehead, a deep 

depression at the root of the nose, eyes overhung by 

strong supra orbital ridges and a broad, flat nose with 

wide nostrils. The mouth is large with a tendency to pro@- 

i-c.tlism or rather small and child like with full upturned 

lire. The chin is small and pointed and usually receding1'*  

£n average Chenchu is of slender, medium stature, the 

average height of men being around 160 Cm. Their skin 

colour is usually black and rarely fair. The hair is 

coarse and wavy or curly. The facial growth is very we?k 

and men have very sparse growth of beard and moustaches 

according to measurements of B.S. Guha and observations 

ci C. Von Furor Haimendorf, all Chenchus are dolicho

cephalic. The second group is costly found in the 

*C.Von Furor Haimcndorf. ihe Chenchus,London (19431

J o 0 0 0 • 0 0
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periphery of the main Chenchu habitat in the mixed 

villages or at the close proximity of Telugu people. The 

second group is more progressive in appearance than the 

first group characterised by a more prominent nose, a 

longer face and a stronger chin. Prof. Haimendorf is of 

the opinion that some of the somatic characteristics of 

the mo st ancient stratum in Indian racial history which 

Lickstedt found among the primitive tribes lii e Panyen 

and Kanikkars are exhibited by the first group of Chenchus.

The extreme backwardness is reflected in social 

and cultural life of the Chenchu. In the long march of 

human civilisation, these sons of the forests sec-med to 

have missed their train of progress. They lost their wav 

and found shelter-in this refuge area, The rocky terrain, 

uncontrollable vegetative growth, lack of major water 

source did not permit agriculture. The luxuriant forests, 

endowed with rich flora and fauna, however, was a veritable 

store bouse of a wide variety of natural vegetarian a rd 

non-vegetarian food for the Chenchu. In course' of time, 

the Chenchu developed the artifacts, socifacts and menti- 

facts suited to his style of life in his inhospitable- 

jungle habitat.

The Chenchus in the heart of f.alla.mal-i and 

karahabad plateau seemed to have remained almost totally
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Tb esecluded and time seemed to have stopped for them.

pilgrim traffic for the last several centuries and

have bed but superficial influence

ial end cultural life of the Chenchus. Their

■ -~i non-materiel culturalon the so Cl?-

ation

h Ferre
indicate that

Perisht f

they rempxi^-
.s account of Chenchus confirms this, 

the Chenchus in his 'History of

•Their common food is honey, the 

and the flesh of animals caught 

exceedingly black with long hair

bodies, end on their heads wore

t
centuries . 
lerishta describing 

Lol l an in 1 694 ' wrote: 

roots of trees, plants 

in hunting. They are • 

on every part of their 

.-p-cs made of the leaves
end a bow for bunting. They molest 

under the shedy branches

.« reconnoitral survey of the Chenchus in 

conducted by the Tribal Cultural Research and 

Training Institute, Hyderabad reveals that the n,1 Tt7fc Chenchus

in the interior Nallamelai and Farhabad forests ha 

changed much from the time 

as cbilore.no.? th 

birth to death if 

for survival.
•' T nn ni; haft SC 011

of trees. b mar had with birr.

no

one en<3

trees

arrow

live in cavern
of

i^rd bra

not

ofFerisbta. They still liv e

forest. For these Chenchus, life 

. long and hazardous struggle for food

from

Ferishta's History o.f Decfipn cv 1794, Vol.II, P.P.83 , 84. Dewsbury
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b 11 '1L EM Hl T I’ .AT T EXN:

In their eternal pursuit for food, the Chenchus 

lead a semi-nomadic life. Their range of peregrination 

is determined by the availability of flora and fauna, 

location of Forest coupes are also an important factor 

in determining the peregrination pattern, as most Chen

chus depend upon forest labour for some months. In 

accordance with their semi-nomadic life, the Chenchus 

build simple shelters or huts with locally available 

mat erial.

Host of the Chenchus build houses of bamboo and 

thatch them with grass. These constitute their permanent 

shelters. Hany of lhem erect temporary conical shaped 

huts without any walls and roof them with leaf laden 

branches. The temporary shelters are erected in the 

proximity of ’Ippa’ trees or near forest coupes. The 

permanent settlement is inhabited in the rainy season and 

greater part of winter. They move away from the perma

nent villages and live- in small temporary settlements 

du ring the n ext s e a. s on .

The community life is weakly developed among the 

Chenchus unlike among other tribes. The weak community 

life is reflected in the Chenchu settlement pattern.

It is not uncommon to find lone chenchu hut secluded



frctr the rest of the Chenchu settlement. It is interest 

to note that brothers do not Live in proximity. It 

•« attributed to the institution of levirete among the

Chenchus. The wife is a prized nossessior u J- j I J t V £ X*y  

chenchu. Marriage costs him a fortune. Hence he cannot 

afford to marry again. Life is impossible for the Chen-

chu without wife. Food gathering and honey collection

expeditions require the assistance of hio -r?x v nis wife. _AS the
levirate marziages are in vogue in the Chenchu Trib

trhe Chenchu ran does not trust 

rway from his brothers both in 

hazardous honey collection and

his brothers. He keeps 

constructing houses and i^ 

hunting -expeditions be-

aC of his ingrained suspicion that the brother who is 

x.+1Gd to inherit his wife after his death -----C jfj l IL L'CU u -

; kill him in these dangerous pursuit
pir c

economic asset his wife. The affincs
pre

ferred partners in all these risky expeditions.

C H LL C HU U W ELLIE Go.

The Chenchu huts are entirely made of local 

material. The permanent buts consist of circular wall and 

r conical thatched roof. The circular wall is generally 

of wattle, /is bamboo is available in abundance, they 

use bamboo wattle. The wattle wa11 is seldom plastered 

-..ith mud. It is still rarer to find white washed chen- 

yav houses. The Chenchu huts are between 8 to 15 fc-et
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in diameter. The are? of the circular huts varies

ccording to the economic status and size cf the family.

iifter choosing the house site, a nd clearing the 

site for house construction, the Chenchus bring the 

necessary bamboos numbering 25 to 30. They prepare the 

bamboos by trimming to the required size. The plinth 

of the hut is measured with a piece of string or bamboo 

measure. The centre of the plinth is marked and with 

the help of a string-measure the circle is drawn. Mong 

the circle at every 3 or 4 inches bamboo stakes of 3 to 

4 feet length are hitched. Towards the east an opening 

of 3 feet wide is left for doorway. When the walls are 

woven to a height of 4 feet, the lintel resting on two 

forked posts is set up and lashed with fibre to the 

wattle walls. door frame is fixed up in the opening 

provided for in the wattle wall. The entire wattle 

structure is so simple and portable that it is some

times woven at a convenient place under shady tree and 

transported on completion to the bouse site by the Chen

chu themselves.

While the men are engaged in constructing the 

house, the women gather thatching grass and stack near 

•'.he house. The men thatch the roof with the grass.

rhatching is worked from below upwards . 1‘ach layer of
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£r?ee overly *h€ 0M6 M1°W- tK8*® b 18 held

• q did fJ°i seem to have reached the Chenchus. The pl? In*-

'f of fe?EbOo that encircles the roof and
place by p

,„t= p binder which is tied to the rafters. When the

a completed, long trigged benboos are laid ever t u ? T C u -LiJe

, 4. j- or,g ip°hed to the crown to prevent the thatch- the thatch ano i^ut

c being blown off by the wind.-i y < ■ a s £ . J. u u- c

+eDporary huts of Chenchus arc simpler and

, .on tf erected in e few hours. The grass is fcmailer ?no can ce txcuu

. m,FT p simple conical frame work of sticl or thatched ovei e *

, --rpy The base diameter is seldom bamboos tied at the c.pez. - ■

<• -Pc-t The entrance is so small that one has core than 6 fed .

to kneel into the hut.

n, CCl^ C/I ’lY »

nhe Chenchus are essentially a tribe of hunters

-i n-o+hpre-rs. * vast majority of them inhabiting pre fooo &f- '

forests of Kallamalai and Amarabad plateau continue

.. t,<- in this lowest and primeval stage of human develop-

The dense forest-clad hilly country served as a nl 6 'J •

, orrp for these primitive groun isolating them from icing- r± - •

<Pir streamof the society. Despite the fleeting "t ti t *

r.r/;onts v;ith the outside world through pilgrim popula-

r-rom very early times, the currents of change in iron

..pctioniic sphere that swept through /the neighbouring the 0.4
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Chenchu habitat has been largely immune, to cutside in

fluences. The shortage of water coupled with absence of 

fertile chunks of land in the Chenchu belt has been a. 

Kajor constraints for development of agriculture. -At the 

Lame time, due- to these two factors the Chenchu area did 

not attract agricultural population from the neighbouring 

plains. These geo-human factors have ccntributed to the 

stagnation of the Chenchu economy.

Describing the Chenchu economy three and a half 

decadesago, Christoph Von Furor Haimendorf v.:rot e : ’’The 

Chenchu depends for nine tenths of his food supply on that 

which nature provides and it is only a limited number of 

families who, by owning a few domestic animals, pre emerg

ing from this lowest and primeval stage of human develop

ment. Cultivation is generally restricted to the plait

ing of small plots of millet or Indian corn and the rais

ing of a few tomotoes and chillies in the immediate vicinity 

of the houses. The resultant crops, however, arc two negli

gible to add appreciably to the food supply of the Chenchus”. 

f:hree and a half decades have not brought about any marked 

change in the life and econory of Chenchu. The observa

tions of Haimendorf hold good even today for the Chenchus 

of interior Kallamalai and Farhabad. The recent reconnbi- 

tral survey provides ample empirical evidence in support 

of this.
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all Chenchus living in the Na llamalai

forests and Farhabad and ^marabad forests depend almost 

entirely on forest for food and work. For a major part 

of the- year the Chenchu relies upon the digging sticl and 

the forest is the veritable store house of their food. The

Chenchu calender is marked by various seasons for tuber

roots, fruits, leaves and game hunting.

the period when the Chenchu get sufficient 

from forest labour, the Cherchu is engaged 

--p caihle forest produce.

Except during

money income

in collection

The most important item of their food is a large

„ (Gaddas) each of which has a separatevariety of tuner- \
The most important of the trbers is period 1 or harvest. -

T. • c ? tuber of a large leaves Yellow, riia Gacoa . n -*-  •

flowered jungle plant. The Chenchu mostly depend upon on

’ 1'rav alagadd athe 'fiallegsdd?' 1# February end r<prch 

'Hulagadd^'^twc important tubers of

Pre svPilrtlc- throughout the year except

• Chenchu Gadd*'  mother important root which the 

etly during the reins when the other 

While 'Bonds Gadde' is collected et ell 

h seeds ere eaten raw in June. 'beme-

yam like creepers

during the mor

on .

here bus

tubers are scarce,

Gad da
round bulbous root of a small wild pl ant

up with first rains and is ready for collec-

3 after monsoon. Its pods are also collected and boiled
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•co extract seeds for consumption*  There is the ubiquitous

’Tati Gadda’ which is consumed only in rente scarcity of 

other ’Caddas ’ .

The forest provides them a wide variety of fruits, 

nuts and flowers to please their palate. In January, he 

collects the large brown velvety pods of ^dda creeper.

The pods are roasted or boiled to extract the green seeds 

for consumption. Shortly afterwards, tamarind fruit is 

collected,.' The sour tamarind fruit is coated with ash to 

reduce acidity and eaten raw by the Chenchus till the end 

of February. Then cone the green berries of Chironji

• Charapappu.) in. March. The shells are cracked and Pern-1 

is extracted and eaten. Turing, Mcrch, ’Chironji’ is the 

•jnly.major forest produce for Chenchu when other fruits 

and roots become scarce. By first week of Jpril-, however, 

forest food prospects improve ’Mikirikai’ Ficus infectoria, 

Ficus glomerata and P'iospyros m. elan oxy Ion ripen one after 

another, heralding a period of plenty for the Chenchu.

The commence the season of for which the

Chenchu eagerly await. The Chenchu go to the ’Ippa’ trees 

at the first greying of dawn to collect the wind falls of 

corollae. The Ippa flower seeson lasts two months. Much 

of the harvest is boiled -’nd enter, while e smaller por

tion is set aside each day by individual feiriiiea for 

distillation of Honor. The Chencbus boil the leaves of
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7;ilC plant with ’Ippa’ flowers to counteract the sickly 

sweetness of the Ippr flower. The ’Ippa! flower is 

dried in sun for several days. it is soaked in water

ier twenty four hours and allowed to ferment . ’Keraka 

ubalka’ (bark of wild tree) is mixed with the dried flower 

in order to precipitate fermentation.

By k?y the Chironji fruits ripen and the- Chenchu 

eat the pleasant sweet flavoured pulp as well as the 

krrnels. It is during this period, that wild mangoes 

a fr-.. it of Ficus bengalensis cone into season. Towards 

the first week of June the period of plenty comes to a 

■lose and the Chenchu .'.all bee? on tub are:. The tender 

leaves of tamarind are collected, boiled end eaten. Then 

come- the Eerccu fruit (Jugeria J^mboo lane) by the end of 

June .

With outbreak of monsoon, numerous plarts sprout 

i;r. The tender leaves are collected by the Chenchu. .Among 

the leaves frequently consumed by the Chenchus arc T.ogal 

l ure, Pauli Kura, Banka Kura, Bociu Eala Kura and Eher 

Kura. Prom October to January, the Chenchu have nothing 

but tubers. It is during this period that their diet is
I 

devoid of vital nutrients.

Honey collection constitutes the most important 

,j( nomi c pursuit for the Chorchus for some months in a
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year. When the forest is aglow with inflorescence of 

Boswellia serrata and jAlbizzia procera, the honey-collec

tion season commences. Honey is seldom used to supple

ment the Chenchu diet. Honey is extracted from, the combs 

and sold to plains people. Only the empty combs contain

ing larvae and wax are eaten by the Chenchu..

Collection of honey is very hazardous. The Chen

chu set out in small parties of three or honey collection 

expeditions. They first locate the honey combs and decide 

the technique to be employed for collection. Jvery 

technique involves skill and risk. If the honey comb is 

situated on the cliff face, long ropes are used to scale 

the cliff face to reach the combs. These ropes are secured 

to a tree- err the cliff top to be watched over by a rela

tive who is mostly a brother-in-law or son-in-law.

A twigged bamboo is first tied to the end of a 

stout fibre rope which is slowly let down over the side 

of the cliff, i chenchu man climbs down the rope and 

standing on the twigged bamboo parallel with the honey 

comb lashes himself firmly to the bamboo so that his arms 

^re free for the work in hand. The man on top of the 

cliff slowly drops a long rope to which is attached a 

bribed bamboo spike, and the mar on the twigged bamboo 

begins to- swing sc as to reach the honey comb with barbtd
\ X

bamboo spike.
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opting of roads wri extension of the activities of the 

^oreet.repea-t.BeBt, W brought several changes in t he

habits of Chenchus. The influx of a large nueber

of plains people on the opening of the lords and the 

instruction of the Sriseilae Hydro-electric Project

f forests -nd in-

f v! i 1 c Further with the.

. unities the wild fruits are being improved transport x.ciin
,?cil. transported to the plains depriving the chenchus. 
r^Xnest which eoUW support only * Stated number of

rOp]_e per Sc. mile, could not satisfy the dietary require- 

el3ts of chenchus with the 1 erge ■ increase in the density

Under

commercialisation of forest produce.

,irfiUBBtences the chenchus were forced to be- 

«• »«.< report ”
Q £1 E 1 <? 0 OU J- t -L

The chenchus became experts in bPEhoo cutting,
ontrsetors.

h i c h b e- c p m e

t he

,Pjor source of livelihood for a considerable 

, of tM «« rt“ ” 

f0„Bt hM4’“ 

onthly weges.

their tred
Th a chenchus with regular

+ olz,r, to -icc eating as a novelty, 
laried incoct have taken to -

seeing the
C h cn c hu s other chenchus

ing rice. The Forest De pert-

nt has also contributed to
of new food

it imported

format ion

rice from outside and

h p bi t

prid
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wages partly in the form of rice to the Chenchu labourers. 

Rs paddy is not grown in this area, the imported raw and, 

highly polished milled rice, deficient in vitamins, is 

consumed. ■ With commercialisation several forest foods, 

which were their seasonal diets, are being sold for money, 

thus forest foods and meat are becoming scarce in their 

diets and they are living mainly on rice, chilly chutney 

and wild leaves.

Wild leguminous seeds are collected and consumed 

by the Chenchus from times immemorial. Thanks to the 

little bitterness, in the seeds, they arc not commercialised. 

Red gram was introduced into their diets through the wander

ing tradesman and contractors, but the Quantity of con

sumption is negligible.

However, in some places like Farhabad where the 

Chenchu lead a symbiotic life with cattle breeding Lamba

das, the Chenchus acquired new food habits. The- cattle 

breeding lambadis produce milk in excess of their reouire- 

ments, which they cannot market in the interior jungles. 

Hence the convert the milk into cheese and curd to extract 

butter and ghee. The cheese butter and ghee are sold, 

while the excess butter milk is given to the chenchus, 

who in turn fetch them water from the far off streams for 

the Lambadas. This symbiotic relationship between these



tv.o communities i-s saving the chenchus from virtual 

starvation during rainy season, which is their extreme 

scarcity period. But the cherchus are yet to take up 

cattle rearing systematically.

Kitchen gardening is also net universal

Chenchu area. Due to the present day culture contact, 

they are purchasing some vegetables occassionally, but no 

attempts were yet made to raise vegetables on a regular 

basis.

The impact of urbanisation on the food habits is

everal chenchu households

x and Lannanur which «€ urbanised have acquired the 

■ of tea. Having been employed as menial servants in 

hotels and with the contractors, they get tea sometimes 

free their employers. This has been taken as a novelty 

arc prestigious item by the Chenchus. It> was also observed 

that they' were purchasing curries, sambar etc., from the 

hotels. Idli, Dosa, Sambar purchased ^rom the hotels are 

r dished with great. The influence of the hotels on their 

food habits was so high that the chenchus employed eg 

household servants or Government servants are not at all 

bothering to prepare any curry at horn.-, when they could 

afford to purchase curries from the- hotels.
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The plight of the Chenchus living in the forest 

areas regarding food is very serious to-day. They could 

neither obtain their food entirely from the forest, due to 

depletion, increase in the density of population, compe

tition from non-tribals and commercialisation of forest 

foods; nor completely switch ever to modern foods by tak

ing up agriculture, animal husbandry or household in

dustries. Except Bamboo cutting and forest labour, the 

Chenchus were not taking up any other manual labour, which 

limit their employment opportunities, to certain seasons 

only. Luring periods of unemployment they lead a semi 

starvation and under nourishment .

The nutritional deficiencies among pre-school 

e children, pregnant and lactating mothers were more 

serious. deficiency diseases were more pronounced among 

them. The State and Central Governments have launched 

err sh nutrition programmes to heir these vulnerable 

segments. Host of the school going children b eve been 

provided with free boarding in the Ashram Schools. But 

as soon as these children leave the schools, they have to 

face semi-starvation and under-nourishment.

I



CHAPTER - II

CRIEIHAL PROPENSITIES OP CHENCHUS

The Weekly developed community life with 

builtin suspicion of blood relatives and unproductive 

area and the consequent lack of. stable occupation which 

usually result in periodic ’loss of nerve’ forced some 

of the Chenchus to make a hazardous living on highway 

robbery and. thieving. These periods of maladjustment which 
t 

occur intermitently have been witnessed since a long 

time. Even when the pilgrims to Srisailam were to 

tr-'gjk through Chenchu country, incidents of Chenchu 

dacoities were narrated as reminiscence of pilgrimage 

and even a section of the Chenchus living hi Telangana 

omea were notified as criminal tribe. Eventhough, most 

of them have givenup criminal activities certain hard core 

elements still remain in two or three villages, viz., 

Ohilakacherla, Ind ires war am and Allipalen. Frequent 

highway robberies and the resultant clashes with police 

have been reported and many of the incorrigible Chenchus 

lead a nomadic life, shifting their habitat in thick 

jungles to escape the lav; and order machinery. It is
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said that outsiders are afraid to enter Chilakacherla 

village for fear of KChenchu attack. Even the neigh

bouring Chenchus are also afraid of these villagers 

as some of them are victims of their predatory activi

ties. These highway robberies and thefts are mostly 

committed for securing food grains from grain from grain 

carrying vehicles passing through Chenchu country and 

goats and other animals from neighbouring villages.

Offender complex and the resultant isolation 

from main stream of society and other law abiding sec

tion of the^jr own group is also another important 

factor of recidivism. It is therefore imperative that 

these habitual offenders are brought under scheme of re

socialisation involving preventive, reformative and 

productive measures. As a first step a temporary police 

post is to be established in Chilakacherla village for 

preventing them from their predatory activities and pro

vide protection to the peace loving Chenchus of surroun

ding villages. The stern punitive action will certainly 

forestall recidivism.

The habitual offenders hOTe to be assist 

cultivable lands as a second step for reformation 

Agricultural inputs have to be supplied free of aa<-<4- COo u 
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to those of the offenders to whom lands are assigned 

and should be guided at various stages of cultivation. 

Adequate food grains also should be supplied to those 

offenders till they get their first harvest. Training- 

cum-Production Centre has to be established to wean away 

the youth from delinquency by introducing them to pro

ductive activity. Training in forestry, logging techni

ques should be imparted. -They should be taught Carpen

try, Basket making etc., for which rav/naterial is 

abundantly available in the & vicinity of their habi

tants. The present primary school at Chilakacherla village 

should be converted ±sinto Ashram School with craft 

based education to keep the children away from the 

deteriorating home environment. While converting the 

existing Ashram School at Allipalem into a craft based 

one, the Ashram School at Bairluty should also be 

converted into a craft based one and all Chenchu chil

dren of school-age should be enroiled in the school.

As the task of rehabilitation involves several 

difficulties, non-official organisations like Ramakrishna 

mission, or Ohinmayananda Mission may be encouraged to 

undertalee clij^ica.1 methods of reformation of habitual 

offenders among Chenchus, especially the latter which 

has evolved the AWARE training for tribal youth. This 



could be adopted in preventing the Chenchu from 

tahini to ; asocial' activities of their elders and 

channelise their energies for constructive activiti 

Functional literacy centres may also be slnultaneou



CHARTER - III

CHENCHU dEVELOPPdWT IN

RETROSPECT

THE welfare of Chenchus of Nallamalais has Heer 

the concern of the Forest department from a.very long time. 

But the forest conservancy laws of I860 and the encroach

ment of neighbouring plains living agricultural popula

tion resulted in curtailing the area of perigrination for 

their food gathering. However, certain rights were provi

ded in section 26 of Madras Forest Act, 1885 permitting 

the tribals to free grazing in forest areas, utilization 

of bamboo for bouse construction etc. Various welfare 

schemes were also tried from time to tim e by the Forest 

department with a view to wea n t hem away from their nomadic 

food gathering life by way of settling them in bigger 

settlements and providing welfare measures such as land 

for cultivation, plough bullocks etc., rights to use all 

minor forest produce for their domestic purposes as well 

as for sale. Taking advantage of th e c oneession of allow

ing free collection of minor forest produce for sale by 

Chenchus and their ignorance, the private traders’used 

to collect minor forest produce at rock bottom prices in



lieu of the usurious loans advanced to them, thus denvins- 

the benefits of the concession to the tribals in addtt-i™ 

to the income lost by Forest Department du e to non-auction 

of forests. Consequently in 1688 the Forest Department 

cancelled the permission given to Chenchus for nnii + - -l lu j. j. ec 11 on 

and sale of minor forest produce. But as it caused m,i„k 

hardship to Chenchus-), the concession was restored sub

sequently. From 1905 to 19i7 large scale forest planta

tion*  activities were undertaken engaging the Chenchu 

labour. sum of Rs.4,50,000 was spent on about 1200 

acres of teak plantation and as a result a large number 

of Chenchus found regular appointm.ent . The District 

Forest Officer, Kurnool West, Mr. F..A. Wood rendered 

yeoman service for about 9 years in the cause of Chenchu 

reclamation and welfare. Due to lack of' finances the 

plantation work was stopped in the subsequent years and 

it resulted in acute shortage of work for the Chenchus. 

.Added to this, in the same year, the South-West monsoon 

failed and virulent type of influenza, Cholera and small 

pox penetrated Nallamalais end took heavy toll of many 

lives. These difficulties and miseries forced them to 

resort to crime and violence, i’o mitigate-the situation 

the Forest Department opened emergency coupes near Chenchu 

in 1919 and continued the same upto 1925 with a

r, n to wean the Chenchus from unlawful activities and
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bring them under control.

In addition to it the Government appointed a 

Special Officer, a Sub-Assistant Surgeon and one Educa

tion Superintendent specially to look after the welfare 

of the Chenchus. These officers entrusted with the task 

of rehabilitating chenchus by implementing ameliorative 

measures for the improvement of their economic conditions. 

They were expected to initiate suitable measures in con

sultation with the District Forest Officer, for providing 

employment opportunities to the chenchus. They were to 

ensure that chenchu children take to education in satis

factory numbers, improve sanitary condition refrain cben- 

chus from setting forests on fire and implement preventive 

measures against the outbreak of dacoitv and h°l-n „ j . j.jU u^j_p in round 

ing up persons who might commit serious crimes. Further 

it was made compulsory condition that the contractors 

working the bamboo coupes should employ the Chenchu labour 

for exploiting the forest resources.

For implementing these welfare measures effec

tively, every Chenchu C-udem was put incharge of a Chenchu 

headman and a deputy headmen, who were employed on salary 

basis. In addition to helping the officials they were to 

maintain a register for recording the physical presence 

ot the Chenchus in the colony both in morning and evenin?



*

vas found absent had to give satisfactory 

However, this practice caused great hard-

Chenchus and they began to look upon all 

*s with distrust. As the response of the 

initial welfare measures was not satis-

"" withdrawn in 1925, but the 

crime continued till the forties.

Any one who 

pxrlanat ion. 

the 

ment measures 

to the 
the;/ were practically w 

?nce against

hip t 0

Gov ern

Chenchus

factory?

tional

number

efforts were renewed for the educa- 

development of the Chenchus. The 

of schools was increased end steps were taken to 

conditions of the forest labourers.
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inhabited by the Chenchus to 

used to advance money 

<3sily requirements.

were _ provision shop?'near

and as far as possible supply their .1 J ir reouire^
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1) Reclamation of 500 acres of land for cultiva

tion purpose at 4 acres of dry land and 1 acre of wet 

land per family.

2) Irrigation facilities.

3) Construction of huts

4) Purchase of plough 'bullocks at the rate of

one pair per family

5) Supply of agricultural implements.

6) Supply of improved seeds.

7) Sinking of wells.

8) ' Civic amenities.

9) Construction of staff quarters.

The society started functioning with 40 members 

on the roll and share capital of Rs.5/- per member. A 

Senior Cooperative Inspector from the Cooperative Depart

ment was placed in charge of the society, under the general 

guidance of a Board of Directors consisting of 7 members 

including Deputy Tahsildar, Atmakur, Forest Range Officer, 

Bairluty, -Agricultural Demonstrator, Atmakur and four 

Chenchu non-official members.

During 1959-60 an area of 150 acres of land was 

made fit for cultivation and the society itself took up 

cultivation as the Chenchus were not willing to indivi

dually cultivate the lands Accordingly 72 acres of land
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was "brought under cultivation and it suffered a loss of < 

Rs.5,279 as against the investment of Rs.5,4^2-00. Luring 

1960—61 the lands were distributed to the members of the 

colony. But the response was poor as they were lacking 

the technical know how for conducting settled cultivation, 

/.gain the society took up the cultivation and incurred 

heavy loss due to heavy rains. From then onwards Society 

ceased to function and the lands were left for cultivation 

to Chenchus themselves. But majority of them leased out 

their lands to plains cultivators of the nearby villages.

es of the

The low technological ievel of
LlJe u nene bus and 

their inability to deal with the complexiti 

modern world made it impossible for them j 

the measures meant for their benefit are 

perly. In addition to their apathy, the 

tive shortcomings of the scheme

o ensure that 

executed pro- 

other administra- 
lso wrecked the imple-

^-r-nress of the scheme in the initial stages.m ent st ion process ,

For t he Chenchus liv tag in m 
cxdngpnp region

of erstwhile Nizam's dominions. Pme u •’ ^rof. Haundorf, the
then Adviser to Nizam's Government on Backward m 

u classes
and Tribal Groups evolved a special program 

£ .for th si
development after conducting a studv -> + into th g 1S -pX X X

problems of Chenchus, as part of larx^&6r Programme for t.
development of backward and tribal „erouts of the, the region.
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In 1942, sincere efforts were mede to improve the educe- 

tional and economic standards of the jungle Chenchus. In 

the same year, the Nizam’s Government created a Chenchu 

Reserve and certain ameliorative schemes were started for 

the benefit of Chenchus living on the northern side of 

river Krishna, An area of 7,50,COO acres was declared 

as Chenchu Reserve. They were permitted to hunt and 

collect forest produce. The Minor Forest Produce was 

purchased by the Forest Department and in turn they were 

provided their daily requirements. No outsider was 

allowed to settle in Chenchu Reserve. Schedule of wages 

was fixed for the Chenchus working under the forest con

tractor. A provision was also made for medical attention. 

Employment rules were also relaxed to appoint Chenchus in 

the Forest Department.

In the following pages an attempt is made to 

give an account of the efforts so far made for the develop

ment of Chenchus during the planning era.

AGRICULTURE:

The land allotted to the Chenchus in various 

villages of both the areas (i.e.,) Amarabad Plateau in 

Mahaboobnagar District and in Nallamalais of Kurnool and 

Prakasam Districts is not being cultivated by the Chen

chus due to many bottlenecks in the implementation of
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agricultural schemes sponsored by the concerned agencies.

The Chenchus could not enjoy fully the fruits of the schemes.

•• The high yielding variety of seed supplied to the Chenchus 

actually did not reach the Chenchus as they were snatched 

away by the non-tribal cultivators living in the Chenchu 

villages. For example during 1 972-73, the high yielding 

paddy seeds to the tune of 18.95 metric tonnes were dis

tributed to the tribals to cover an area of 858 acres of 

land in ^champet Block of Mahboobnagar District, 

appears to be on the high side.
e so

und er
cultivst ion

In
addition to

have been dis
tributed to

no

But

This
The Chenchu do not hev 

nraoh land under irrigation and almost ell the lands 

?re leased out or owned by non-tribals. 

this, hybrid Bajra, Jowar etc.,

cover an area of 117.36 acres. There was 

intensive development of Agriculture in Ballemalais. 

in 1957 under Bairluty end. Kagaluty Chenchu Gudems Land 

Colonisation schemes, the Roreet Department spent an 

amount of Rs.2,11,000-00. The Chenchus were provided 

dwelling houses, at a cost of Rs.500/- each. Plough 'bullo

cks were also supplied to facilitate the cultivation of an 

area of 805 Acres under the direct supervision 6f an Agri

cultural Fieldman. But it was told that the fruits of 

the scheme were not enjoyed by the Chenchus and it proved 

to be an utter failure. The plough bullocks end agri

cultural implements supplied to the Chenchus were lost and
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most of the Chenchu lands Leased out to Non-tribals. The 

following table gives the details of land under Chenchu 

possession in various villages of the Chenchu area and 

the area leased out to non-tribaIs.’

' T.ABLE

81, 
No.

NaAe of the 
District

Name of
Ch enchu

the
v i 11 ag e

Extent of 
land 
available

Extent of 
land under 
cultivation 
by the 
Ch enchu

Ext en t c f 
land lea
sed out to 
the N.Ts.

• 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1 ) Lahbubnegar Vankeswaram 15.00 — 15.00
District Padra 150.00 35.00 115.00

Macharam Colony 15.00 15.00
Vetvarlapalli 70.00 25.00 45 .00Udimella 130.00 — — 130.00
Appppur 48.00 28.00 20,00
Rampur 50.00 —— 50.00
Chitlamlunta 40.00 — — 40.00
Umamah eswaram 40.00 25.00 15.00Ch ennampalli 50.00 — — 50.00
Billakal 25.00 25.00 —» —

Kond anagul 20.00 . 2.00 18.00
Farbabad 20.00 —— 20.00Eullaipalli 3.00 3.00

(Dibbing)
2' Na 1g on da Tald evarapalli 3.00 3.00Listrict -do- 22.16 22.16Kambalpalli 18.00 18.00

4 Pogilla 34.00 •— — 34.00
Timmapur 6.00 — — 6.00
Boggyadone 12.00 — 12.00
Kacharajupalli 4.00 — — 4 .00

3) Kurnool Narapareddikunta 30.00 10.00 20.00
District -Ah obi lam 35.00 8.00 27.00

Matta ma 1 la c h eruvu 10.00 — — 10.00
Pecheruvu 1000.00 — — 1000.00
Nagaluty ()
Bairluty 0 • 805.00 — — 805.00

4) Ongole Dist. Tummalabailu 150.00 12.00 138.00
Pedamantrala 1200.00 120.00 1080.00
Chintala 100.00 20.00 80.00
.Allipalem 20.00 5.00 15.00
Murikima11apenta 50.00 5.00 45.00
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^NISelL HUSB/iliERY:

Traditionally the jungle Chenchus do not rear 

cattle, though the sugalis in their vicinity are in posse

ssion of cattle in abundance. In big Chenchu settlements 

some of the Chenchus have goats and a few cows and buffa

loes. In Yerragondapalem and GanjiveripaHi ranges of 

Giddalur Forest Division the Chenchus rear-buffaloes► The 

Chenchus living in the thicket expressed their desire to 

rear cattle in view of the rich forest grass available in 

their vicinity, besides being favourably influenced by the 

neighbouring successful cattle breeders - Banjara. They 

must be .educated to rear the cattle by the Animal Husbandry 

specialists. The Chenchus who live in the mixed villages 

in symbiosis with non-tribal communities 

of rearing the cattle especially in both 

pleteau. and lower plateau of .Amarabad in 

District .

pre in the habit

parts of -upper

T.lah aboobnagar

The Chenchus of Nallamalai
continue to enjoy the 

concession of free grazing within i- .mm the limits prescribed.
In Amerabad plat«8U there are two Minor Veterinary Pi3- 

P ensarj.es st Msrabad and Padre villages in upper. plateau 

and two Rural Veterinary Dispensaries at Lingal and Ronda- 

nagul in lower plateau. /mother Veterinary Dispensary h 

there, at Mannanur to cater to the needs of that area. Tw
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rams and 200 hens were distributed to tribals of Amarabad 

plateau, in the year 1972-73..

Msmoih

22 Minor Irrigation works have been taken up in 

Scheduled Rreas of Mahaboobnagar District. In the year 

1972-73, 16 works have been completed irrigating 2,208 

acres of land which is under the control of both Chenchus 

and non-tribals. There are no irrigation sources especial

ly in Na 11 amalai range except two big larks i.e., one at 

lechcheruvu and the other at Gosaikattu which require 

major repairs. Forest Department constructed 34 small 

tanks at a cost of Rs.15,130/- which are exclusively meant
I

for providing drinking water for cattle in Nsllamalai re

gion. But in Telugurayunicheruvu, and Garapenta villages 

two irrigation tanks are to be repaired . The tank at 

keddamanthrala, where the Chenchus own 1200 acres of land 

is to be repaired. It car be converted into an irriga

tion tank by providing lift irrigation facilities to the 

Chenchus.

C OIviEUN 101TI ON:

The State high way roads pass through the pro

ject area. The State High Vay Road from Hyderabad to 

Lrisailam passes through the Dmarabad plateau from Manna- 

noor to Srisailam. Dgain after crossing the river, the
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Lrisailam-Dornal road starts and passes through Chenchu 

settlements like Tumm alabayalu, Chintala etc. The Kurnool- 

Ongole State High Hay passes through Nallamalais in the 

Test-West direction from Gajulapalli metta to Diguvametta 

R.i. in Giddalur Forest division touching Bairluty in be

tween. Almost all the important Chenchu Gudems having 

more than 50 households are connected either by the Forest 

Hoads or by approach roads in the project area.

46 K.Ns of Kacha road was laid and 13 K.Ms. road 

has beer repaired by/champet Panchayaf Samithy in the ve-r 

1972-75. -A metal road from Srisailam Road to Farahabad 

view poin- measuring K.M. 0/0 - 8/5 has been formed from 

Drought Relief Funds in the same year. In Nallamalai re

gion the Forest Department laid 107.5 I.Ks . earthen road 

12.9 K.li. metalled and 8.00 K-.M, cart tract.

CGOHLh./>TIOI\ t

The Ittmakui Chenchu Cooperative Purchase and

Sales Society was started 

Officer as Manager of ;he 

extended over the Nandyal

on 29-1-1940 with a Forest Range 

Society. The area of operation 

Forest Livision besides the

Division. The aims and objects of the /.trnakur Forest jj-v

„ fol to encourage cooperation among members Society were

t0 purchase from members and non-members the minor 
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forest produce by paying them either in kind or in cash, 

(c.) to arrange for the sale of minor forest produce 

purchased from members and non-members to the advantage 

of the society, (d) to take contract or lease in forests 

for minor forest produce collection under Government or 

Quasi Government.- There were 470 members with a share 

capital of Rs.2,00,498/- out of which 120 belong to Bair- 

luti end Nagaluti Gudems. There were 16 members in the 

Board of Directors to manage this society out of which 12 

members were Chenchus and the remaining-4 er-officio 

Directors, It had two Sub-Depots- One at Bairluty ard the 

other at Techcheruvu. h godown was constructed at -Atmakur 

at a cost of Rs . 20., 000/-.

There was Chenchu Cooperative Society at Born al 

under the control of Deputy Registrar of Cooperative Socie

ties , Nandyal with a total membership of 259. It had taken 

up the following works.

a) Reddachama ■’B.C. II •62-63 Bornal •
Range

Hs.11,000./-

b) Reddamanthrala B.C.Ill 63-64 ,s Re. 19,000/-

c) -do- B.C. I 64-65 Rs.24,000/-

The main activity of the society was to purchase 

provisions from the nearby market and supply to Chenchu 

schools of Bornal and Karkapur Ranges in Na llamalais.
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Multipurpose Cooperative Society, Manranur

167 persons including both Chenchus

enrolled as members on payment of 

fee. The society was managed by 11 

whom 5 are Ez-Officio Directors and

The Society was started and registered under 

ho.20593 and started functioning f r cm 1C-7-1952. The main 

objective of the society was to advance loans to its members 

for development works, 

end non-Chenchus were 

£e .1.00 as membership 

Board of Directors of 

of the 6 non-official directors one is a Chenchu and the

remaining 5 'being Scheduled Caste farmers from Mannanur

village-

forest Labour Cooperative Society:

4 Forest Labour Cooperative Society was started 

at Mannanur in the year 1958. Its aiH was to take 

Bamboo-coupe cutting on contract with Chenchu 1 h-L d m Qj (J 25*  •

They were engaged on daily wages and the rmr-i + jjxuiixs were

distributed among the members. 53 mpnuho-v^queers were enrolled 

with a share capital of Re.1/- per head m• •/-< 1 i the ab ov e 

societies are now defunct.

lhe Girijan Cooperative Corporation:

The Girijan Cooperative Corporation, Vlsakhapatnam 

has extended its activities to the Nallanalai region in the 

year 1974. It W organised Briery Marketing Society at
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Itmalur, which inturn have opened Daily Recuirement Depots 

at Bairluty, Pechcheruvu, Srisailam and Dorrala.

MBDIC^L IMP HEALTH:

To combat the disease, one Mobile Medical Unit 

is functioning at Dornal which is catering to the needs 

of Chenchus of Dornal and its neighbourhood. There is 

also one Chenchu Hospital at Dornal whi di was shifted from 

Pechcheruvu, /mother Mobile Medical Unit is at Bairluty. 

is regards the Gudems in lurnool Division, the Medical 

Officer of Narsapuram visits periodically and gives nece

ssary treatment to the needy.

In Gmarabad Plateau, a Primary Health Centre is 

functioning at Padra with a Sub-Centre at Uppunuthula 

attached to .Achampet bamithi. One Mobile Medical Unit is 

functioning at Mann anur besides an .Ayurvedic Dispensary to 

cater to the needs of Chenchus of .Achampet Samithi under 

the control of Tribal Welfare Department since 1973-74. 

In -Achampet Samithi area there are 15 Special Nutrition 

Programie Centres benefitting 615 tribal children. In 

Devarakonda Blocl 5 Special NutritionxProgramme Centres are 

there benefitting 250 tribal children. There are 20 

Special Nutrition Programme Centres benefitting 1,000

Chenchus in Nellamalai region.
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EDUCATION

1916 st Bairluty Gudem by.the

Department later extended its

to impart education mainly to

The first Chenchu Primary School was started in 

Forest Department . The Forest 

activities to 21 more villages 

the Chenchus. Some of these

schools were provided with separate boarding facilities for 

boys and girls. In the beginning Bairluty school was 

started with.28 pupils and one teacher. From 1935 it deve

loped into a two teacher school and by 1958 it became a 

4 teacher school. Later it was converted into an Upper 

Primary School. The Chenchu students in this Bairluty Gudem 

are taught crafts like weaving and bamboo article malirg 

in addition to their regular c curses of Primary education, 

rhe Chenchu boarders are provided with free boarding and 

lodging. Each boarder is supplied with' three pairs of 

clothing, one mat and one bed sheet every year. In order 

to educate the Chenchu children and improve their know

ledge about the outside world they are being taken on 

excursions every year to important historical and academic 

centres • The Forest Department used to receive the funds 

from Tribal Welfare Department upto 1973—74*  The Tribal 

Welfare Department provided the funds under 39 Misc. as 

per the requirements of the concerned forest division. 

The expenditure of the Chenchu Schools in 1974 is furni

shed hereunder:
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til. Forest 
Do. Division

Pay and 
Establish 
ment.

OCL School Mid
build- dry
ing meal

Cloth- Com Total 
ing and tin-
book s gen- 

cies

1 .kurnool 871.30 454.80 — 293.00
18886.86

461.12 — 2080.22

2 . Ltmakur 15079.81 7739.53 701.93 349.94 / 500.00 — 43885.07

3 .Ctiddalur U476.00 7505.35 214.19 17044.44 862.45 469 40869.46

4.Nandyal 5184.21 2517.75 264.64 1649.99 935.27 — 10551 .78

Im -the year 1974-, Tribal Welfare Department took over the 
..... ■ • •'

22 Chenchu Schools from Forest Department and regrouped 

them into 7 Centrally located Lshram Schools which are 

kept under the close supervision of the Declamation Officer 

or Social Welfare Officer of concerned District.

The first school for the Chenchus in Telangana 

area was started at Mannanur in the year 1942. Later 

schools were started in other villages viz.., Vatvarlapalli, 

Zppapuram, Pulichelama, Padre, Umameheswaram, etc . M 

present Mannanur Upper Primary School is converted into 

High School. 3 Upper Primary Schools at Padre, Lmarabad 

and Linga 1 and 2 Primary Schools at Banal and Siddhapur 

are started by Panchayat Samithi, Achampet. One Lsbram 

School at Farhabad and a Primary School at ^'atvarlapalli 

with hostel facilities for Chenchu students are function

ing. Th e students are provided with free c lo thing, books
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etc. The’^shram School and the-hostel are under the close 

supervision of District Tribal Welfare Officer, Mahaboob- 

negar District.

In Devarakonda Ranch ayat Samithi an .Ashram School 

with a strength of 30 boys is functioning at Peddamoola 

Rehabilitation Centre near Chitriyal village under the 

direct supervision of the District Social Welfare Officer 

(General), Nalgonda.



CHAPTER -tV~

methodology

The peculiar Chenchu habitat, settlement 

pattern, and social life restrict the scope for using 

latest and sophisticated growth centre approach or any 

other model requiring some degree of quantification. 

Their habitat varies from undulating slopes to clearings 

in thick forest. The settlements arc situated both in 

reserved and unreserved forests and their locating and 

size are suseptible to frequent changes. Further, the 

settlements consists of usually a number of thatched 

huts dispersed irregularly. Huts sullenly cron up and 

disappear without any substantial reason or rhyme. This 

has been possible because of poor material and household 

possessions and the small size of the huts which arc- 

built within no tine with the locally available branches 

of trees and a little thatch. Except in the settlements- 

on the fringe, settled cultivation is almost non-existent 

among the tribals and the few pieces of land that are 

cultivated are on the basis of share cropping either 

by non-tribals or the Banjo.ru (DJi.Ts in Tel err ana) in 

Mahaboobnagar area. The inborn suspicion of the motives 

of brothers and the consequent development of closer 

ties with affines in all their economic activities 

frequently results in violent quarrels between brothers
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and. shifting habitat. If he has work, a Chenchu goes <

for forest labour or else engages himself in digging 

roots and tubers or collecting honey even from steep 

cliffs- besides hunting the small game around. Further.

many of the Chenchu families migrate to neighbouring 

villages to serve as crop watchers to the plains 

farmers living in small thatched huts, either pitched 

up on the road side or in a corner of the field. 

Consequent upon the absence of sedentary life and 

fhe attendant difficulty in assessing income and expen

diture, it is not possible to quantify their economic 

resources or means of livelihood. Even the data required 

fcr measuring the requirements of social services like 

Schools, Health facilities etc., can not be precisely 

given as the size of the villages and the number of 

school age children or settlements in view of their 

frequent shifting of habitat and seasonal migrations 

to plains. Even the particulars of land utilisation 

and cropping pattern cannot be precisely obtained as 

the lands are neither fully cultivated nor clearly 

demarcated nor properly reclaimed but for clearing 

the jungle and demarketing an enclosure by the Forest 

Department to which the settlement and the fields are 

to be confined. Even the few fields which are culti

vated are sown with small millets especially Ragi,
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that too either by n on-tribal plains settler or 

Ban jar a pastoral who while continuing to tend, his 

cattle herd undertakes cultivation on a snail patch 

without applying any improved inputs. Moreover 

different typos of administrations have been in 

action in the Telangana and Andhra Areas of this 

primitive pockets. In Andhra area of the Chenchu 

pocket, the Chenchu settlements are declared as 

Reserve Porest villages and their administration was 

the responsibility of the Forest Department. Until 

very recently thin village have therefore been exclu

ded from the jurisdiction of Panchayat Raj bodies. 

In Mehboobnagar District, the Chenchu area is under 

Achampet Panchayat Sanithi with one or two Panchayat^ 

covering the entire settlements and population. There 

is no uniformity in the concept of a village and most 

of the Chenchu settlements have the status of a hamlot 

either for revenue or Panchayat! Raj Administration 

purposes. Further, as many of the villages are located 

in the reserve forest area and for the Forest Depart

ment human habitations within their jurisdiction have 

secondary importance, village records are either non

existent or poorly maintained. Hence, it is neither 

desirable nor feasible to resort to statistical esti

mations for deciding either levels of development or
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central places. Consequently, quantification is 

kept at its barest minimum while describing the sub

regions and variations in levels of development.

The programme formulation mainly aims -at 

creation of a stable economic base for this primitive 

and food gathering tribe so that the shift from food 

gathering to sedentary economic life, with dependable 

source of livelihood is smooth without disrupting the 

gradual process of growing out from one stage of eco

nomic life to another due to setting in of maladjust

ment which very frequently manifests when a society 

is deliberately attempted or accidentally subjected 
to accelerated development.

The following are the objectives of the Plan.

i) To evolve and provide suitable economic 

infrastructure as a first step for introducing them 

to a stable economic system,

ii) To introduce Chenchus to Animal Husbandry 

which they have knowledge because of their symbiotic 

relationship with local Banjara Pastorals
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iii) To’inpart then training Animal Husbandry 

so as to enable then to acquire new skills and knowledge 

of inproved feeding, breeding and management practices.

iv) To introduce- then to inproved techniques in 
traditional occupations like honey collection and other 

simple forest based and easy to learn trades such as 

basketry and equip then with necessary skills in im

proved practices through training.

v) To encourage horticulture with special 

emphasis on growing vegetables and fruit frees.

vi) To train progressive Chenchus and those 

living on the fringe of the primitive pocket in inproved 

agricultural practices and provide the necessary agri

cultural inputs.

The strategy has been to help the primitive 
Chenchu to grow out of the food gathering stage by 

first introducing him to Horticulture, Forestry and 

Animal Husbandry so that he can be introduced to more 

complex operations of agriculture and local raw material 

based industries in the next stage. While preparing 

him for the first stage programmes, a simultaneous 

programme of land development will be introduced



besides extensive training programmes to introduce 

liin to various agricultural operations and cottage 

and snail sca.le industries programmes. All the en

closures cleared by Forest Department are nostly lying 
uncultivated with abundant growth of weeds, it is 

therefore essential that a programme of weed-control 

and removal of stumps is undertaken besides preparing 
the land for agricultural purposes. Further the 

Chenchu pockets can be divided into three sub-regions 

on the basis of varying geoethnic factors and their 

adoptability varies from region to region. The'soil 

types, potentialities for growing various crops, the 
climatic conditions, availability of raw materials 

locally etc. are taken into consideration while 
ing progrannes of development.



CHAPTER - V

IE OUTLIED
»

CHEHCHUS are the most primitive of ell 

the Scheduled Tribes in -Andhra Pradesh, eking out a 

precarious livelihood from the forest. They subsist 

on edible forest produce and on forest labour.' The 

majority of them ere still at ? pre-agricuItural stage 

of development. They arc mostly distributed in the 

Kallamalai forests of Kurnool and Prakasham Districts 

and Ichampet Taluk of Mahaboobnagar District and in 

the adjacent villages of Halgonda and Guntur Districts.

4. few of them are residing in mired villages of Pargi 

Taluk of Hyderabad District also.

Realising this low level of their economic 

development and the need for bringing them on par with 

advanced sections of the society, a special programme 

is being evolved -for areas of Chenchu concentration 

under special programme for primitive and small tribes. 

The programme envisages developing of their economic 

level by laying stress on animal husbandry, forestry, 

agriculture and cottage industries which can be readily 

adopted by primitive Chenchus as they are improvements

upon traditional ways of livelihood.
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/lilLu.L HUSBANDRY:

Teking Into consideration the potentialities, 

ouick and immediate returns consequently the need 

for special emphasis on development of livestock the 

following schemes are suggested for alround development of 

chenchu living.

g) Establishment of Mobile Veterinary Centre: Two Mobile 

Clinics are suggested in the plan period to serve the 

Chenchu Project.

"b) In addition to the two Mobile Clinics, 3 First Aid 

Centres are suggested at Redamantanala, Garapenta and 

logill? to achieve further dispersal of services.

c) development of cattle is to bring about an improvement 

in the mill’-ing capacity, and draught efficiency of cattle, 

fating into consideration the prevailing conditions.

d) Dairy Farming: It has the highest potentiality in 

Chenchu area. Kost of the Chenchus rear buffaloes -nd 

cat tle.

e) Sheep Development? Sheep rearing- ppyi +L Ot tal<enup by 

themes a source of income. It is. proposed to distribu 

50 Oheep Units at the rate of He.4,500/- for 0Tlr TI' 1 one Unit.

Jach Unit comprising of 20 Ewes and 1 Ham 

1 CUL11.Y DEViWnam:

poultry production offers great scope and

has a large potentiality for quickly increasing th- 

Of quality proteins in the diet of Chenchus which
SUpply

their food, it cpn provide supplementary def’jC1’nt 1 , „nn as a subsidiary occupation by Chenchu 

r -if takenu?income n
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it is proposed to have units of 50 crossbred hens, in 

the selected contiguous villages.

FORESTRY; ” '

f short duration programme is proposed to 

impart training to the Chenchus in modern methods of 

timber felling and processing and in forestry operations. 

In addition to forestry training specialised training in 

logging techniques is proposed to be given to Chenchus 

working in Forest department. The aforestation programme 

can be tskenup in the project area.

f CH CULTURE:

It is also envisaged -to introduce them to 

•improved agricultural practices in areas where settled 

cultivation is practised by the Chenchus. Land develop

ment and training in agricultural practices are proposed

• for those who are still in pre-agricuIturel stage so as 

to introduce them to settled cultivation. Besides this, 

to makeup nutritional deficiency, it is proposed to 

encourage kitchen gardening in the backyards of chenchu 

dwellings.

COCI/.L SERVICES:

Provision of drinking water supply better 

medical facilities through Mobile Medical Units and 

lispensaries, Ashram schools to improve the living con

ditions of this backward group. Thus the special Chenchu 

Project while improving upon the existing occupation base 

of the chenchus paves the way for smooth switch over to 

more dependable and Comdex occupations like Agriculture 

besides introducing them to improved skills and technology.

r v’Cl-.c Joi i veri? of the cjfth n e
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During the current year i.o., 1976-77 an amount of Rs, 1 lakh

is av-liable and release of another one lakh amount is also anticipa 

ted for Integrated Tribal Development Agency for Chenchus. As the 
amount is very meagre, only Animal Husbandry and Agricultural Pro-
, amme can be taken up during the ye?r. Top priority may bo given 
' --h-tributton Of plough bullocks, Milch cattle, Sheep, poultry. 

Inrrovod Agrarion inputs may oe distributed on selection basis to
the settled Chenchu- agriculturists.
current year nay be allocated to the

. The f und s alloted during the 
six districts on the basis of

population as detailed below.

31.
Ho.

Name of t he District No,ofvillages 
inhabited bjr Chenchu Popu

lation. Percentage 
to total

- Chenchu 
population

• in project
—

- area.

taken up with the help of various district Departmental Officers 
^■cd perspective plan for their systematic development will be

1. Hyderabad 17 798 5A5
2. Mahabubna ga r ^,171 28.1+8
3. Nalgo nd a 12 285 1 -95
k, Kurnool 20 2,5-32 16.60

Prakasham. 32 3,5-57 23.56
6. Hunt ur 9 3,509 23.96

Total: 12*+ . 15-,65-2 100.00

During the 1st year identifier’•tion of resources wij.1 be

formulated for implementation in the succeeding year 

outlay for succeeding years is furnished here under.
fhe total
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1.
0 .• Name of the programme Kurnool Prakasham

“78-79'
... • .-flaJit'-'boobnapar

' ' 76-77 77-70 78-79
Jl’obaJ

'76-77 77-78 78-79 '76-77 77-78

1 . Animal Rush rndry 4.53 2.70 2.58 3.69 1 .69 1.53 0.99 1.15 1.10 19.96
) 
- • Porestry 0.75 0.58 0.59 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.55 0.40 0.40 4.14

5. Agriculture 2.60 2.56 2.05 2.09- 1.60 1.65 1.56 2.41 2.01 18.53
4 
T • Cott ar; e Indus tries 1 .03 0.46 0.98 0.71 0.17 0.15 0.79 0.48 0.46 5.25

5. Me die al. and Ho el th 1 .89 0.74 0.65 0.90 0.42 0.35 0.40 0.05 0.95 6.35

6. Education 0.22 1.53- 1.03 0.89 0.97 1,27 - 1.40- 0.79- 0.55 - -8,65 -

Totals - ’ - 11 .02 8.57 7.38 8.57 5". 14 - 5.24’ - -5.69 5.28 -5.47 - -62.86-
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j? I JI A N C I A L OUTLAY

Si. 
No,

_ — — — — — — — —
Naleonda guntur , — _Hvder abaci T otal

Name of the programme .
76-77 77-78 -78-79- -76-77- 77-78 - 78-79- 76-77 77-78 - 7§-79- - — — — —

1 . Animal Husbandry 0.5_1 0.10 0.09 0.85 0.56 0.66 0.40 0.20 0.10 23.23

2. Forestry — -*  — — — — — — — — 4.14

Agriculture 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.2'0 0.09 0.07 0.04 19.75

4. Cottage Industries — *- — — — •— —KK ■■
—• — — — *- .5.23

5. M e d i c al and II e c 1th 0..10 0.05 — 0.10 0.80 0.60 0.10 '0.10 0.10 . 8.50

6. Education — — 0.50 U. U2 —— 0.57 0.50 •0.95 _0.56 11 .75

Totals 0.51 0.80 0.26 1.15 1.56 2-.U5 _ 1 .0.9 1 .52 0.80 ■ 72.38
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A. —S . . S TRACT

SI.
Ko. District. P inaneial 

tyre-rr ~
Outlayin lakhs') '

----- -----——------

----m7=78- Ty7B=79------- “I- o~ir~a“I----

1 . Kurnool 11 .02 8.57 7.88 27.47
2. j?r akas li an 8.57 5.14 5.24 18,95
>« Hcii abubna rar 5.69 5.28 5.47 16.44
4. H o.l£ end a 0.51 0.80 0.26 1.57
5. Guntur f 1.15 1 «56 2.03 4.74
6. Hy '.craJiad 1.09 1 .32 0.80 3.21

Grand Total: 28.05 22.67 21.68 72.38



CHAPTER 71

PROGRAMS

1 , AnniA.b HUSBANDRY;

CHENCHUS, although, a majority of them 

are food gatherers and forest labourers, yet cattle 
breeding is quite congenial to them and their nomadic 

nature in contrast to agriculture*  Cattle breeding can 

play a prominant role in Chenchu economy and there are 

very few households in the settlements who do not possess 

atleast a few buffaloes, cows and goats. In Srisailam 

area each household owns on an average three to four 

cows in addition to goats and chicken and in Reda- 

cheruvu area, there are good number of buffaloes. In 

most of the Chenchu settlements, there are families who 

own buffaloes, cows and goats and the life stories of 

many old men and women reveal that about 70 or 80 years 

ago there was considerably larger number .of cattle in 

the hands of the Chenchus. They say depletion of their 
I* ’ 

stock was affected by thq epidemics brought in by the 

cattle graziers who annually invade the forest with 

their sick and disease carrying- herds. Though disease 

undoubtedly did take a heavy toll, the decline is also 

largely due to the deterioration of the Chenchus
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economic situation, which led them to sell many of the 

calves, so that year by year the number of their cattle 
dwindles instead of increasing. The fact that a tribe 
of good collectors had and still has the desire and 

the aptitude to keep and breed these animals is note

worthy and shows that under these circumstances the 

development from hunting and collecting to cattle breed

ing is easier than jumping from-hunting and collecting 

to agriculture. In the past though seme encouragement 

was given to the acquisition of cattle by Chenchus 

enough has not been done as mostly attempts have been 

made to settle the Chenchus as cultivators and that too 

unsuccessfully. It is therefore conceivable that cattle 

breeding can be readily adopted by the Chenchus for it 

.jg fully consistent and even favoured by their nomadic 

habits. And once a tribe is introduced to pastoralism, 

it is not difficult to introduce them-to agriculture 

in turn as has been -the case with Banjaras and GouduS 

the two pastoral tribes who could quickly adapt them

selves to settled agriculture also.

The few cattle that Chenchus own are.mostly ' 

kept for milk and for the calves, which .-j.ways realise a 
certain quantity of grain in exchange or cash on sale 

Milk is used in various ways. Children arc
fclVGH SlilA.I’l



quantity of milk. But a larger part of milk is used for 
* ?

ghee making which is sold to the traders. Especially, 

during lean seasons when no other food is available 

the milk sold by Ban^aras is consumed as substitute of 
food either on payment of cash from forest labour wages 

or in exchange for minor forest produce, collected. 

Beef is not eaten by them, but meat of sheep, goat, 

and fowl is consumed. Buffaloes ore as a whole more 

favoured than cattle for they seem to be physic ally 

better fitted to withstand the climate of the plateau 

besides being better milkers than cows and in most 
Chenchu villages there are atleast three or four 

buffaloes, cows and a few calves. At nights buffaloes 

end cows are tied to wooden posts. Cows arc milked 

generally and a little quantity of milk is left for 

the calf. Generally young boys and girls drive the 
cattle, for grazing.

There can be little doubt that one of the possi

bilities for an improvement in the Chenchurs economic 

situation lies in the extension and encouragement of 

cattle breeding, and if the Chenchus are no longer forced 

by economic necessity to sell a larger part of their 

cattle, they may become pastoral tribe while preparing 

the ground for their adoption of settled agriculture,
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combining the -breeding of cattle with horticulture and 

the collection of forest produce. Owing to the existence 

of perennial water in several places, the upper plateau 

constitutes a valuable grazing reserve and it would 

appear highly desirable to develop it as such Lambadi 

graziers drive large herds upto the plateau during the 

hot season and even sonic of the cultivators of the 

plains entrust some-of their cattle to’Ghcnchus during 

this period. •

The live--took population of the Chenchus is 

non-descript and stunted in growth. Veterinary Insti
tutions functioning in the area are conducting prophy

lactic vaccinations besides treatment of minor ailments 

and their details are given below:

1. Minor Veterinary Dispensary, Amarabad.

2. Minor Veterinary Dispensary, Padra.

3. Rural Veterinary Dispensary, Lingal

4. Rural Veterinary Dispensary, Kondanagul.

5. Rural Veterinary Dispensary, Mannanur,

In addition to this the following livestock

, has been taken up in the area: development work nas
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1) Breeding Bulls.distribution

2) Inproved Rons supplied

) 6 Ongole Bulls 
( 1 Hurrah Bull

13

Pedigree birds distributed 1654

Taking into consideration the potentialities 

and the need for greater development of livestock the 

following animal husbandry schemes are suggested for 

alround development of Chenchu livestock.

1) Bs tabl istoent of Mobile Votcrinary Centrcs:

To serve far flung areas and provide services 

to Chenchu Cattle of Kunrool and Ongole District areas 

it is proposed to have 2 Mobile Clinics in the following 

places in the project area.

1. Bairlutjr

2. Pal^utla

Veterinary Assistant Surgeon will be incharge of 

Mobile Voterinary Clinic. One Compounder is also provi

ded to assist the Veterinary Assistant Surgeon for con

ducting vaccinations and treatment work. These mobile 

centres are proposed so as to cover interior and scattered 

Chenchu villages which hitherto have not been covered. 

These Mobile Clinics vzill also serve as Mobile Input Van,
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Catering to all other livestock development activitie

The Mobile Veterinary Clinics will carry on th 
£ oil ovzing ac t iv it ie s.

1) Treatment of sick animals in the villages.
2) Attending to outbreaks of diseases in addition tc 

routine prophylactic vaccinations in villages.

3) Conducting Ranikhet and Fowl pox vaccinations in 
birds.

4) Supervision of Breeding Bull Centres,
F

5) Intensive propaganda and extension work.

Financial implications of Mobile Clinics

IT on-1 c e c ur r ing s,
Rs.

1. Cost of Van (Diesel). 70,000
2. Cost of Equipment

(Micro Scope9 Castrater etc.) 5,000

75,000

5, Buildings and Garage for Van 40,000 .

Total ? 1,15,000



Re curr ing; ' •
1. Running and maintenance charges of Van 3,000

2. Cost' of Medicines. 5,000
3. "Establishment z

26,000

Pay and D .A. 
Surgeon.

of the Veterinary Asst.
10,000

Pay and I. A. of the C orapounder. 4,000

1'ay and D.A. of the Driver. 5,000

Attender 1 ,800

4. T.A. for the St;-iff.
• 4,000

5 . C ont ingcnc ie s( 1,200

? otal amount f or One Clinic c»
Rs.

1st year = 1,41,000

2nd year = 26,000

x 3rd year - 26,000

2) Establishment of First Aid Centres;

In addition to 2 Mobile Clinics, 3 First Aid

Centres are suggested at Peddamanthala and G-ara Penta, 

Pogilla to achieve further dispersal of services and to 

servo the above mentioned places which have a good number 

of livestock
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These three First Aid Contres will take up 

prophylactic vaccinations against different diseases 

and also routine treatment of clinical cases. These 

proposed institutions along with existing Minor Veteri

nary Dispensaries and Rural Veterinary Dispensaries will 

foim the core of animal husbandry development activities 
in the Project area.

Financial implications of the First Aid Centres 
are as follows2

•-

hon-Re curring;

1. Construction of Dispensary Build
ing and Quarters for the staff. 30,009

2, Purchase of equipment and furniture. 5,000
3. Iron Trevis. 1,000

36,000

Recurring:

1. Medicines and other drugs. 1,500

2. Contingencies etc.. 500

2,000



*
Es t abiishment: Rs.

1. Pay and D.A. of Stockman 3,700

2. ray of Attender 1,800

3. T.A. for the Staff - 500

t

'6,000

1st Year = Rs.42,000

2nd Year • ® Rs. 8,000

3rd Year = Rs. 8,000

Rs.58,000

Phasing out of the dispensaries and financial implica

tions are furnished’ in Annexure

3) De vo 1 opment of C at tie s

The main object of cattle and buffaloe develop

ment is to bring about an improvement in the milking capo, 

city and draught efficiency of cattle, taking into consi

deration the prevailing conditions. Measures such as con 

trolled breeding effective disease control and adequate 

feeding are suggested for improvement of the cattle. As 

most of the Chenchu families rear only buffaloes and do 
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not maintain any white -cattle except one or two huffa- 

loos, it is proposed to station upgraded buffaloes at the 

Breeding Bull Centres. This is suggested in view of 

the programme of intensive distribution of buffaloes 

for milk production. As the Chenchus are backward and 

ignorant of better livestock rearing practibes, natural 

breeding operations in cattle ore suggested for which 

7 breeding bull centres are suggested. These breeding 
bull centres are proposed to be located at 5 existing 

and proposed veterinary institutions in the q-ren t + 
each centre upgraded buffaloe bull win be stationed 

and will be released for mating into the herds. Usually 

one or two bulls 'are proposed for each centre depending 

upon the buffaloe population. The idea of starting 

those centres at Veterinary Institutions is to have a. 

direct control over those centres hy the technical 

personnel. Intensive castration of bulls at the Veteri

nary Institutions is suggested in the area for the success 

of the breeding programme. Provision is also made for 

conducting deworming and disease control measures for 

the off-springs born to these bulls in the veterinary

institutions suggested in the Plan





facilities available with them. Apart from increasing 

L:ilk prouucbion, such a programme. by adequate invest

ment would help to improve the economy and nutritional 

status of the Chenchus. Dairy farming has the highest 

•potentiality in Chenchu area. Most of the Chenchus 

roar bufj. aloes, buu it is well known that the animols 

wit— then in most cases arc not good producers Ther e

fore it is imperative tnat any programme designed to 
encourage Chenchus to take up dairy cattle rearing 

should ensure a profitable system which would guarantee 

minimum economic gain from this venture. The success 
of udry farming thuiefoxc- depends upon the supply of 

buffaloes with a fairly good level of production and 

optimum reproductive efficiency. Apart from the supply 

of good milk producing animals, the programme also 

envisages improved and controlled breeding suggested 

in the Plan, so tha„t the progenies of the existing 

cattle and buffaloes are comparatively much better pro

ducers and can supplement the original low producing 

stock in the course of a few years. As an adjunct 

of increased and economic milk production programmes, 

the improvement of fodder and pasture lends is also 

suggested0 The programme also, ihteralia, provides 

for veterinary cover through veterinary institutions 

for prevention- of infectious diseases and treatment
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of- ailnenJ's. One Dairy Unit is proposed to be attached 

to each Ashram .School in the project area. This will 

enable’ the Chenchu boys to learn the ert of dairy, 
cattle rearing and will also provide nutritious milk to 

then.

Taking into consideration the existing facili
ties and other factors, the requirement of milch animals 

could be fulfilled mainly by graded buffaloes.

It is proposed to supply milch animals in the 

villages identified for forming a milk belt in the area 

(Annexure ), About 50 families will be selected for th 
supply of milch animals during the first phase. It is 

proposed to supply 2 buffaloes to each family. Initially 

one buff sloe will be supplied and after 6 months another 

buff aloe will be supplied. This unit will form a nucleus 

for further development of dairying in Chenchu family. 

501' of the cost of buffaloes, shed and feed for 3 months 

will be subsidised, the balance being made available as 

loom from commercial bank or any other financial institu

tions in the area. Such villages only will be selected 

for distribution of milch animals where there is market 

for milk so that the villages can be clubbed together 

for marketing of milk.



T.'ie working details of the scheme are as follows.-.

1) Cost of 2 Milch bii.fialoes includ
ing transport.

2) Cost of shed.
3) Cost of feeding charges for 3 months.

Rs.

4,000
500
900

5,400

1) 'Cost of feed for 2 buffaloes for 300 days 2 000
2) Cost of feed for 65 days dry period. 200
3) Cost of feed for 2 calves. -qq

4) Machineries 100
5) Other miscellaneous .. 200

3,000

C.-
1) Interest on loan. 250
2) Repayment of 1st Instalment of loan. 500
3) Re predation on buildings and equipment. 200

950
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Receijgtsj Hs*

1) Sales of Milk at the rate of 5 litres a
day per buff aloe at the rate of Rs. 2/-
per litre 2 x 5 x 50 5,000

2) By Sale of 2 one year .old calves. 500
3) By Sale of manure. 100

5,600

I e c c i pt s a t the end of 1st year. 5,600
13 x pe n d itur e in the first year. 3,950-

” 1,650

ITet surplus at the end of first year. 1,650

The net surplus will go on increasing in succeed

ing years.

Marketing of Milk:

The Marketing of milk will be taken up by 

Cooperative Milk Supply Society formed for the purpose. 

Initially, marketing of milk can be taken up hy the 

proposed cooperative society. In the later stages of 

the plan i.e., from 6th plan onwards a milk collection 

centres can be established. The society will be formed 

with the members who are supplied with milch cattle. 

The society in addition to dealing with marketing of
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r.ilk ivill also look after credit requirements of the 

/’embers for the purchase of milch animals, feeds etc.

Tasturc <?nd Folder Bevelopment ?

4 for the success of the milk production programmes 
and-other animal husbandry programmes among Chenchus, it 

is imperative to have adequate provision for’feeds and 

fodder in addition to good producing milch animals and 

c.tfcx*  livestock besides good health cover. There arc 

no cultivated lands under fodder crops in the area. 

Undulating terrain, extension of reserve forest boun

daries and restrictions on grazing of cattle in forest

■ omens further set limits re the extent of grazing and 

pasture lands available for livestock grazing. More
over. Chenchus are not in the haoit of feeding green 
fodder to the working and other animals as theirs is 

primarily not an agro-based economy. They also do not_ 

grow fodders. The existing grazing lands are not main

tained oroperly and most of tho.-i are poor isi quality anu 

cjurjititv due to l'-ck of proper management. me area as 

such is denuded of good grasses ns a result of continuous 

nr using by over populated animals.



The improvement of grass lands consists in increa

sing the product!" ity of grasslands and their judicious 

utilisation by controlled grazing or by making hay. The 

measses for improving production of grasses will include
1) Bush clearance 2) fertilizer use 3) Reseeding and 

■oloj.iting where necessary 4) Moisture conservation through 
contour furrows 5 end above all 5) Protective or controlled 
grazing or timely harvesting of grass forsaking hay to 
preserve its nutritive value.

for reseeding of grass lands perennial grasses 
such as Chenchus ciliaries C.Setigeras; and lasiurus 

sindius; diohantherin annula.tun, scheme nervosum and 
other grasses are proposed.

Next controlled grazing in grass birs is proposed 

By closing part of the area for grazing and dividing the 

rest into compartments for rotational, grazing deterio

rated over grazed lands con be brought under good grass 

cover. Unwanted bushes and shrubs which encroach upon t 

grass lands and reduce the effective area for grasses 

and their productivity are also to be cleared. Hannaeiur 

area has got vast areas for grazing, the hay from those 

forest areas of Kannanur arc taken to far off places 

for feeding of livestock. As such this area can be
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developed for more and nutritious grass production. The 

area under forest grasses which are not open to grazing 

are proposed to be utilised for making hay by timely 

harvesting and curing the herbage. Green forages supple 

nented by good quality hay is the naturally balanced 

ration for ruminants. Apart from nutritional soundness 

this system of feeding with a judicious combination of 
green and dry roughage is most econimical.

As irrigation facilities are not adequate, the 
cultivation of fodder grasses and legumes is not proposed 
on a large scale. Only limited area will be utilised, 

and that to under rotational crop rearing. Cultivation 

of leguminous and other fodders, in rotation with other 

food crops will also improve the soil fertility of the 

0 hen chu 1 ands.

Management of grass lands will be takenup by 

the forest Department and the different methods pro

posed for improvement of grass lands will be undertaken 

by the Forest Department.

It is proposed to develop the grass lands upto

the extent of 300 acres.
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For panturo and fodder deveJ.opment an amount of 

b.^.CO lakhs is provided.

Sheep pevelg agent °

The sheep population of the Project area is of 

non-descript type with compact body. The sheep are 
sparsely distributed, with few .pockets hero and there. 

As the Chenchus are mostly food gatherers and f.orest 
labourers. Sheep rearing can be taken up by them as a 

car co of income. It is therefore proposed to distribute 

a sheep •unit each comprising of 20 Ewes;and 1 Ran (uellore 

breed). Provision is also nude for concentrate feed 

for the sheep. For the effective implementation of the 

scheme, sheep will be regularly deworned and provision 

is also made for regular vaccination. against sheep pox 
an d on t o r o t ox aem i a.

Cost of one Unit will be fe.4,5OO/-.

About 50 Units are proposed at an estimated cost

of it. 1.50 lakhs.



IoxiItry Development»

Host of the Ohenchu households hove atleast

3 or 4 birds with them. But they are non-descript in 

type and less remunerative. The birds are mostly of 

Jungle type v.itn coloured plumage. Though much was not 

done for the development of poultry in Chenchu area, 

still poultry production offers great scope and has a 

lor.;?-' potentiality for quickly increasing the suooly of 

quality proteins in the diet of Chcnchus which is de
ficient in their food. It will „lso llelp ^provir<, 

the economic status as poultry population could be 

increased quantitatively and improved qualitatively in 

a comparatively short time. Poultry rearing can orovid 

supplementary income if taken up as a' subsidiary occuoa 

tier by Chenchus.

The following schemes arc suggested for develop 

nent of poultry.in the area.

') .jistribution of Cockerals : 

It is proposed to 

with coloured plumage for 

■’.icns, 1?or this programme 

villages only will be sei

distribute cross bred cochir 

selective breeding with loca 

compact areas with contigucu 

cted where cockcrals will be



exchanged with local cocks in the project area. The 

entire poultry population of the selected Villages will 

de covered with cross bred cockerals for upgrading the 
local stock. For regular provision of health cover 
to these villages veterinary institutions will take 

up regular vaccination end medical care.

An amount of Bs.1 lakh is provided for cockerels 

distribution in the area.

2) P oul t ry Units •

As the Chenchus are very backward and slow in 
accepting new programmes, small poultry units on a 

very modest scale are suggested. It is proposed to 

have units of 50 crossbred hens, in the selected con

tiguous villages, where upgrading programme is suggested 

in the Plan. The units will have ready to lay pullets 

or two to three months old pullets in the first year. 

The advantage of this type of rearing is that the birds 

will be protected with Ranikhet and Pox, and other 

medications would also be completed. Such a system 

would also help these farmers to learn rearing of 

small sized flocks of poultry of good laying capacity 

during the first year end gain confidence in rearing
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day old chicks later. Two types of rearing of birds are 

suggest-ed, One is intensive system of rearing, with 

deep litter system and cafeteria system of feeding and 
free range system of rearing. The poultry houses are 
proposed to be constructed with local materials like 
mud walls, bamboo mesh and thatched roof. This system 

of rearing will not only provide supplementary income 

to the tribals but also proteinous food to them. Besides 

this system of rearing will pro-vide one ton of useful 
manure a year, which contains about nitrogen, 2% 

phosphorous and 2,3 potash plus some trace elements. 

Thus the Chenchus can use this manure on his own land, 
which will help him in increasing the yield from the 

land.

The establishment of these units will bo taken 

up in a phased manner at Ashram Schools, This will 
enab-le the tribal boys to learn the art of poultry 
rearing and at the same time enable them to get nutrious 

diet. These units will be clubbed-together so as to 

facilitat-e effective marketing of surplus eggs, after 

leaving some percentage fo-r the consumption of Chenchus,

Air amount of Rs. 1.00 lakh is provided for this

programme
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T r a ining Programme :

The Chenchus are very backward and ignorant of 
both better method of livestock rearing and their eco
nomic importance. In order to keep abreast of the 

developments in their areas, it is essential to train 
tribal, beneficiaries from the area in all aspects of 
livestock rearing, feeding, breeding and management 

practices... Training will be conducted at Government 

livestock farm, Mahanandi where facilities arc available 

for training in animal husbandry. The training will 
be imparted for 15 days. Each hatch will consist of 

10 persons, ' Altogether 20 batches in a year are pro
posed.

The .financial details arc as follows?

1) Stipend"for each trainee for 15 days
at per day,

2) To and fro charges.

koi? Teaching Staff?

1) Veterinary Assistant Surgeon
2) Attendant.
5) Other charges, Contingencies,

75.00

25.00

100.00'

10,000
1,300
1,000 ■

.1^800^



IT on-B.c purring s

Furnitrj?e and. Teaching Aids,

For Stipend and other charges for 
200 trainees.

Rs.

5,000

20,000

12,800

5,000 '

37,800 or 
Say 38,000 '

Stroa&ening of livestock Far::1, H&hananll:

The programmes suggested in ‘die Plan would 

recUire large inputs of Cattle, Poultry and Sheep, 

Po- this purpose the existing livestock fam at Mahonandi 

wrild be strengthened. The Farm would produce required 

nipber of livestock and at the same time training pro

grammes will be conducted at th^ Earn. 
- - k

The following activities will he salcen up at 

jhe Fam.

_ _ t 411 cj nnd TJilch Animals f or J) Production of Breeding ^ull- ana ...n
supply in the Chencha area.

2) Production of Crossbred’ cookerals and poultry birds 
for distribution in •■ne area.

3) Invceti-retion Of diseases prevalent in the area by 
sett inhup clinical laboratory.
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A) Supplying balanced feed by setting up feed nixing 
plant. ' .

5) Production of improved variety of sheep for dis
tribution.

6) 'Training-of Chenchu  Farmers on improved livestock 
rearing practices.

*

I

For this purpose an amount of Rs.6.00 lakhs 
is provided.



2CiI3aaM» HU.TBAWIY F'.CGMMKES PHYSICAL AND FINANCIAL PROVISIONS 
POU THE YEAR 1976-79

SI O 
No.

-1976-77 1977£78__ __  1978-79 . g. .y£nrs_T°in.
Pro^ajanc. ■-■WsicLl 'Financial Physical Finan- Physa- Finan- i-nysi- Iman

. J cial cal cinl cal ciai

Io V e t e r in ary Ins t it ut ion s ;
i) M ob ilo Vet o r in ary 

Centres.
ii) First Aid Centres.

II. Cattle Development Breeding 
Bull Centres.

III. Dairy Development Supply 
ci T-.Iilch Animals.

IVo Pasture Development.

V. Sheep Development.

VI. pomltry Deve 1 opmont °o
i) Supply of cockcrals.

ii) Poultry Units.
VII/ T r a in in£ Pr oyr anne .

VIII- StrongthcninG of Livestock 
Farm. llehonnndi.

T otal o

1 .66 T — 0.52
9 2.82 — — 0.26

5 0.86 4 0.81

200 0.40 400 0.80
100 1 .00 100 1 .00
acre s >- acres

10 0.45 20 0.90
Units Units

1000 0.10
0.10

2000 0.20
0.20

200 0.38 200 0.38
- —

3.00 — — 1 .50
_ — —. — —

10.77 6.57

** —
0.52
0.26

2 lies.
2 Dos.

2.70
5.54

— — 0.23 9 Nos. 1.90
J’' "s

400 0 ibO 1000 2.00 2
100 
acres

1 .00 300 
acre s

3.00

20 
Units

0.90 50 
Units

2.25

2000 0.20 5000 0.50
0i20 — 0.50

200 0.38 600 1.14

1 .50 1 6.00
— — — — —

5.99
^. *— *-  *—

23.33
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2. FORESTRY:

Forest is the hone, the most important 

source of livelihood, and this very base of existence 

for the Chenchus. As described in Pert I, the forest 

provided then with food in the form of tubers, roots, 
leaves, flowers and fruits, honey, meat of wild animals 

and birds. It supplies them building material and 

raw material for their crafts and chores. Forest 

labour is the most important source of cash income 

for many Chenchu villages. It constitutes the back- 
drop for Chenchu settlement in which they have lives 
from time immemorial. There is hardly ony sphere of 

Chenchu life which is not linked with forest. In 

other words, the forest constitutes sheetanchor of 

Chenchu economy. Development of Chenchus ’would there

fore be linked with the development of forestry. 

Forest development should receive foremost importance 
in the action plan for development of Chenchus.

A review of the forest policy and 
% 

forest concessions available to the Chenchus is essen

tial to determine the status of Chenchu in his forest 

habitat and to suggest measures for their amelioration, 
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vzhile survey of forest potentialities is necessary 

to examine the scope for establishing forest based 

industries which can provide direct as well as in
direct employment to the Chenchus.

New Forest Policy

From time immemorial the Chenchus lived as 

children of forest enjoying the unrestricted freedom 

in their exclusive habitat. They collected forest

produce and hunted game without any restriction. This 
state of affairs continued happily until about the 

last quarter of 19th Century. The gradual extension of 

the authority of the Government in these areas and be

ginning of commercial exploitation of the forest re

sources and policy of scientific management of forests 
imposed restrictions on the freedom of Chenchus to use 

forest and its products. In the ITallanialai forests' 

(forming part of the erstwhile Bri ish India) the 

forest policy was first introduced in 1894. It is only 

after 1894 that the forest officials appeared in the 

Chenchu habitat and claimed authority to limit one. re- 

nulate tribal rights in favour of the rights of Govern

ment. This policy of curbing the rights and restricting 

the privileges affected the chenchus very deeply and
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this has beer- the root cause of the delicate relations 

between then and Forest Department which continue to 

tlfb present tine. This policy lasted for fifty years 
end more. Many settlements of the rights of the 
Chenchus in the forests were made in the nesnthne*

The policy was reassessed by the Government 

of India and new forest policy was adopted in 1952 acco 
ding to which the area under forest in the hilly areas 

should not fall below 60 per cent. The new forest 

policy envisaged various measures for scientific 

conservation of forest which in turn involves regu
lation of rights and the restriction of freedom of 

the tribal inhabitants of the forest tracts. The 

new forest policy places greater emphasis on the na~ 

tionol interests. n\7hile, therefore, the needs of the 

local population must be met to a reasonable extent, 

national Interests should not be sacrificed because 
they' are not directly discernible, nor should the 

rights and interests of future generation be subordi

nated to the improvidence of the present generation!1 .

In pursuance of this policy, the following 

forest concessions ore extended to the forest living 

Chenchus in the Project area.
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t

1)

2)

Chenchus in IT al 1 am.nl a i region are o.llowed to 

cultivate the forest land free of charge.

They are also allowed to enjoy the conces>3ions 
of free grazing, the removal of Paraka TIohwa, 

and thatching grass from reserved forests for 
the ir d ome s t ic re qu ir erne nt s.

They are also eligible for the removal of timber, 
banboo ahd forest produce, from the protected 

forests for domestic and agricultural purposes 
like s

a) Timber for Agricultural implements,
b) Roles and thorns for hedges.
c) Banboo for fencing and roofing of hpfcsheds in the field. • fa S
d) Leaves for green manure.
e) Ruel for hutting and cooking.
f) Timber and other forest produce for ft„

;dwoii.ih.s, >wtih oghSds- fernhio
and -fGhc-ihtpbf ’• c impounds.

The specific reservations are made for recruit

ment of various category of posts in the forest

Be partment.

There is an abridgement of the Forest rights 

and concessions available to the Chenchus as a result 

of the new forest policy. The Chenchu who regarded 

himself as the master of the forests is now placed
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under the close* watch of the Forest Department. The

traditional rights of the Chenchus were no longer ro-

cognised as rights. In 1894 they became ’rights and

privileges’ and in 1952 they became ’rights and ccn-

cessions’ . LTow they are being considered as ’Concessions’

The Forest staff multiplied over the successive 

Five Year Plans. The population of Chenchus also in
creased perceptibly over the years. Population increase 

and concomitant increasing pressure on forest on one 

hand and increase in the number of forest conservancy 

staff on the other hand led to a situation in which 
mutual distrust and tension persists. A new dimension 

has been added to this already strained relationship. 

The Chenchu • habitat in Malaboobnagar District and Dra- 

keshaii District is now infiltrated by various groups, 

especially, Sugali or Banjara pastorals. In the Chcncnu 

areas of the Kurnool District, the ex-criminal tribe*  

have been settled. These tribes, especially V/aCdras. have 

a seducing effect on some Chenchus living in their 

neighbourhood. There are many complaints that the 

TJaddaras and Chenchus in sone places have taken to 

illicit felling of timber and smuggling to the plains. 

This led to more vigilance on the port of Forest Staff 

who, it is alleged, resort to coercive measures in
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enforcing forest conservancy laws. This type of 

atmosphere, saturated with mutual distrust and neva- s 
live attitudes, is fe.r from congenial for develop

ment 01 forestry or for the welfare of the Chenchus 
themselves.

There is no denying of the fact that Porest 

conservation is of utmost importance to the nation as 
a whole. The forest wealth should be protected and 

developed on scientific lines. The human problems 

involved in the process, however, require new approach. 
The Forest Department, as a wing of governmental 

machinery, should also consider itself responsible 

for the development of the Chenchu inhabitants who 

provided working force for various operations involved 

in the development of Forests all along, on the other 

hand the Chenchus and tribal inhabitants should realise 
the need-to preserve the forests. This approach en
visages continuous employment to the Chenchus in Forest 

work by the Forest Department. Development of the 

Forest and the welfare of the Chenchus should go hand 

In hand.

This calls for a partnership approach in 

which the. Forest Deportment should consider the 

Chenchu as friend of the forest ord involve him or an 
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indispensable partner in the scientific development 

of forestry. In return, the Chenchus should also 

regard the forest official as a benefactor and not 
foe and consider the Forest conservation as protec
tion of their own wealth, If this change comes about, 
the tribal can easily be won over and right atmosphere 

for development of forest on scientific lines can be 

established.

In pursuance of this policy, the following 

programmes are/envisaged under Forestry in the action 

plan for development of Chenchus.

1) Provision of employment opportunities to the Chenchus:

The Forest area in the Chenchu habitat is 

18,11,725 acres (2,850 Sq.Miles) with a Chenchu popu

lation of 15,400. The various activities of the Forest 

Department can easily sustain a large section of the 

Chenchu population by providing employment to then 

for 500 days in a year.

A scheme for providing assured employment to 

the Chenchus has to be evolved taking into considera

tion the requirements of the Forest Department. The 

Chenchus lack skill and know-how required for modern

forest management and the Forest Department complains 
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that the Chenchus lack the stamina and skills for 

felling the timber trees. It is also a problem to 

■procure the forest labour in required strength from 
a single Chenchu settlement, A short duration train

ing programme is proposed to impart training to the 
Chenchus in modern methods of timber felling, and 

processing and in forestry operations. Two training 

centres are proposed at Bairlutty and llannanur. The 

details of the Forestry Training Centres are furnished 
hereunder;

Training of 25 persons for first year — 3 months
a) Stipend Rs. 100 x 25 x 5 x 2
b) T.A. and others 50 x 25 x 2

@ Two batches every year
Rs. 17, 500 x 2 x 3

Establishment charges:

a) Extension Officer
b) Clerk
c) Attender

d) Buildings (2) ■
d) Buildings (2)

= RSi15,000
= Rh_2,500

Rs. 17,500
2.0 5,030

h.1.77,009
35,000

= 72,000for 3 years

Rs, 2,00,000

The Forest Department can also recruit the

Chenchus who have primary education and successfully 

completed their training course at these training 

centres for protection services and conservation work.
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raiiiing in Logging Tecluiipues,:

• Iii addition to forestry training, specialized train

ing con be given to persons working in the Forest Depart
ment. In consultation with the Forest Department the 
Chenchu boys who have studied upto 7-8th Class can be 

given training in this specialised branch of forestry. 

As new comers, they may require sufficient time to 
acouint themselves with logging techniques. If they 

successfully complete the training under logging tech

niques they can be absorbed on the Forest Department. ?
Every year 15-20 candidates can easily be recruited by 

the Forest Department. The training nay last 5-6 months. 

The financial implications for starting this training 

centre is furnished hereunder:

draining for 20 persons in first year - 6 months:
Dr

a) Stipend Rs. 100 x 20 x 6
tp e

= 12,000
b) T.A. and other LIisc. 50x20x6 = 6,002

18,000 x 3 
= lb. 54,000

Ex010itation of Major Forest Produce:

Exploitation of major forest produce offers 

ample scope for gainful employment for Chenchus. The 

processing can also be undertaken by the Chenchus.
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_'he Training of the Chenchus in notlern methods of tin'oer 

logging, sawing, slicing etc. in the training centres 
will provide the skilled labour tor undertaking the 
exploitation of major forest produce by Chenchus them

selves. Exploitation of major forest produce, however, 

cannot be taken up individually. This can be best achie
ved by forming Forest labour Cooperative Societies with 
Chenchus.as members. There have been a few Forest 

Coupe Societies in the Chenchu area. These have become 

dormant due to various reasons. Their problems ere 
insurmountable. Since the Forest Labour Cooperative 

Societies are right institution to mobilise the laborer 
for its economic and efficient use and to improve skills 

and income of the Chenchus, it is proposed to organise 

Forest Labour Cooperative Societies, it is proposed 

to cover the- entire project area with Forest. Labour 
Cooperative Societies in phased programme and a sizeable 
shore in exploitation of major forest produce con bo en

trusted to them. The Cooperatives cannot however succeed 

without the strong support from Government. The major 

direction in which such support is required is a policy 

decision by the Government to replace the system of 

contractors in the Chenchu area in exploitations of 

major forest produce. The primary responsibility for 

promoting forest labour Cooperative Societies should 

rest on the forest Department.



It is proposed to organise and register two

Forest Cooperative Societies in a phased manner as 

de t ailc d he rounder :

Y e ar Name of the Share Capital. No.of Members
Society Rs.

1976-77 Mannanur 2,500 250

1977-78 Bairluty 5,500 550

■ bach society will have the following as objectives;

1) To promote the economic interests of its 
members by securing contract of forest coupes and to 

work such coupes for production of timber3 firewood 

charcoal etc., to supply these products to Government 

of Andhra Pradesh Forest Development Corporation, 

Girijan Cooperative Corporation and other Institutions 
on indent basis or to arrange for their sale.

2) To Promote the economic interest of its member 

by obtaining contracts for execution of public or 

private work and to organise in such a way as to 

provide assured employment to the members.
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5) To purchase or hire tools equipment and machinery 

for carrying out the above objects.

4) . To act as agent to procure, and. for disbursing

for domestic., professional, credit requirement of the 

members.

The size of the membership of a forest labour 
cooperatives may be fixed with reference to the work 

load and the area of operation. Initially any ten 
members'nay be permitted to promote a society.

The share capital of the society may be small 

denominations and there should be a limit on the member 

of shares that a member can hold. Having regard to the 

poor economic status of the Chenchus the G-irijan Coop
erative Corporation or project authority should provide 

share capital on behalf of individual members.

The Managing Committee of each primary forest 

labour Cooperative Society shall elect from amongst 

themselves a President and Vice President as per the 

provisions of the bye-laws of each society.
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The Managing Committee nay comprise of the

f oil owing :

1) 5 Elected representatives of labour members.

2) 1 Nominee of Forest Department.

3) 1 Nominee of Forest Development Corporation.

4-) 1 Nominee of Girijan Cooperative Corporation.

5) 1 Nominee of Tribal Welfare Department/Project 
authority.

6) 1 Nominee of Cooperative Department.

The Society nay employ the following officers 

and field staff depending upon the volume of work:.

1) Secretary who will be in overall charge of 
the management of society and accounts.

2) Accountant.

3) Coupe Agent to be incharge of Forest ' 
ex pl o it at i on w ork.

4) Depot Clerk at Disposal Centres.

Collection and processing of Minor Forest Produce:

The Andhra Pradesh Girijan Cooperative Corpora

tion is given the monopoly to collect and purchase 

minor forest produce from the Chenchus and other tribals 

in the Project area. The- Giri jail Cooperative Corpora

tion has extended its activities recently, it is now 
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organising its activities through its primary societies 

situated at Atnakur and Ifonnanur. It covers the Pro

ject area through 10 D.R.Depots situated at Bairluty, 

Fecheruvu, Srisailan, Dornala, Hannanur, Vatwarlapalli, 
* .

Banal, no.dra, Amraoad and Lingal. The total turn over 

of the G-irijan Cooperative Corporation in the area 
during the year 1973-74 is as followss

i
31 .No. Name of the item. Quan t it y pur ch o,s c d
1 i Addaleaf 250 Tons
2. Tamarind 2,450 "

Hyrabolans 110 ”
4 * Soapnut 50 ”
> • Honey 33,002 lbs.
6» Relabark • 1,900 Tons
7. Y/ax 856 lbs.

The Hallanalai and Amarabad forests are not 
very rich in minor forest produce. There is however 
ample scope to develop ninor forest produce potentia
lities. This, however, depends upon Forest policy of 
the G-overnnent. With depletion of timber yielding 

soccics end increasing demand of paper industry, uhe 

aforestation programme is now mostly confined to the 

plantation of teak, and other tinber yielding species, 

banboo, eucalyptus and other quick growing species. 

This forest policy has changed the very eco—system of 

the Chenchus. Chenchu, as discussed earlier draws
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his food, from the forest in the form of tubers, flowers, 

leaves and fruits. His by far most important secondary 
occupatio-n—honey collection is also affe-cted by intro
duction of new species. The new forest policy has no 
place for his traditional food yielding species like 
tamarind, !Ippa’, ’Velaga’, 1Heredu! etc. The dis
appearance of these trees would also affect the honey

bees. The Chenchus not only lose their natural nutrients 

like honey, fruits, leaves etc. , but also lose an impor
tant source of income, if the traditional minor forest 
produce yielding species are entirely ignored in the 
forest plantations.
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The Government should issue a policy 
directive to the Forest Department and Forest Depart
ment Corporation to reserve a fixed extent of forest 

area for minor forest produce species inthe Vicinity 
of the Chenchu settlements. Vfherevor there is 
dwindling of minor forest produce species, the Forest 

Development Corporation aid Forest Department should be 
.instructed to regenerate minor forest produce soecies. 

The Forest Department should undertake a survey for 
this purpose and prepare working plan for the purpose. 
Prolific bearers like Jack and Mango can be profitably 

raised in such forests.

±ho financial implications of various schemes 

envisaged under forestry are furnished hereunder:
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SI. Name of the 
No. Scheme.

Location. Items of 
Expenditure.

1. Forestry Training. Mannanur

Chi nt al a

Building 5
Establishment 0 
and St inend J

5
Building J
Establis hment 5 
and Stipend J

2,00,000

2. Plantations Nagarkurnool 
Atmakur 
A'andyal 
Giddalur 
Fore st 
Divisions

Chenchu labour 
wages. 1 ,50,000

3. Eraining in 
logging tech

nic*  ue s. Chintala Stipend >1^,000

rotal: 000
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5. AGRICULTURE;

Agriculture and horticulture have to be 

developed on scientific lines in the Chenchu habitat J- 
to improve the consumption standards of the Chenchus 

as well as to provide an assured source of food and 

supplement their income. Development of agriculture 

assumes more importaae in the Project area in view 

of changes in- the eco-system The development of 

agriculture, however, is fraught with formidable 

problems. The past experience in Nallamalai forests 
and Amarabad plateau shows that the food gathering 

Chenchus lack the tradition of cultivation. The 

large extents of land excised and assigned to the 

Chenchus in many Chenchu settlements remained uncul

tivated or leased out to non-tribals. Lack of knowled, 

of various agricultural operations, necessary inputs 
and. tools and their handling arc responsible for 

failure of agricultural development programmes in 

the project area. Sustained extension work and supply 

of inputs at subsidised rates to the Chenchus in the 

past would have paved way for agricultural develop

ment in the Project area. As most of the Chenchu 

villages were situated in Reserve Forests, they did 

not have the benefit of the Agricultural extension
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programme under taken by the Community Development 

Blocks in the neighbouring area. Eventhough the 

Chenchu pocket in. Mahaboobnagar District is covered 

by Achampet Block, the Chenchus did not receive the 

required attention due to their sparse distribution 

and inaccessibility of ths area. Moreover, the Achampet 

Block was not a Tribal Development Block, In other 

clis br icts, Chenchus are too snail in number anc1 sca— 

ttered to receive any special attention of the Exten
sion Agencies of the concerned Blocks. The Band 

Colonisation schemes, at Bairluti, ITagaluti and other

. places are good.indicators, of bad planning. These 
schemes were designed to settle this tribe of food 

gatherers and hunters straight away on land without 

initiating, them into agriculture and preparing them 

to take up cultivation without necessary infrastructure . 

The agriculture without assured water supply was gamble 
in monsoon.. The poor yields in the initial years must 

have discouraged the Chenchus. The food gathering 
Chenchu has no sense of thrift and so provision for 

a few weeks ahead. Agriculture in forest areas require 

constant care which the Chenchus could not afford., 

They could not sustain thenselvcs till the harvest. 

The poor yields and crop failures after 5 months of 

waiting forced the Chenchus to fall back on .forest 

for work and food. The forest work involves seni- 

nonadic life. Eventually the lands were left fallow
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end weeds enveloped them. A few enterprising non

tribals leased in sone land iron Chenchus for cultiva

tion. But it was stopped as it was considered to be 
detrimental to the forest wealth to allow the land 

greedy non-tribal farmers to cultivate in the resume 
forest areas. Thus came to a close a scheme which was 

good intentioned but ill-planned.

Strategy for Agricultural Development:

Two decades have rolled by since the first 

experiments were conducted in Mahboobnagar District. 
Those two decades have witnessed a lot of change in 
and around the Chenchu habitat. These changes have 
brought about changes in the outlook, attitude and 

aspirations of the Chenchus. Many cf them ere now 

mentally prepared to take up agriculture if necessary 

inputs arc supplied free of charge. The Chenchus in 

Nallamalais are clamouring for livestock. With this, 

the most formidable psychological barrier to intro

duction of agriculture is overcome to a large extant, 

There are, however, other constraints which have to 

bo taken into consideration before introducing agri

culture on a regular basis.
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The first constraint is the geo-physical 

factors of the Chenchu area. The Chenchu habitat is 

mostly hilly and wooded characterised by lack of 

perennial water sources. The water table is also 

too deep to be tapped for irrigation purposes. 

The few streams which meander through the Chenchu 

area offer limited scope for irrigation. There arc

tanks at places like Hagoluti, Pedacheruvu, Telugu- 
rayanicheruvu and Pedamantanala which can be used 

for irrigation. In other places the crops have to 

be rain fed. Since restoration of these tanks for 
irrigation purposes takes two or three 

cropping pattern in the Project area has to 

characterised by dry crops. Further, the introduction 

of agriculture is to be restricted to such Chenchu 

settlements where the Forest Department has made 

available land ior agricultural purposes. As- most 

of the Chenchu settlements are situated in and around 

the Forest area, the Forest conservation policy would 

therefore be an important limitation factor for 

agricultural expansion in the Chenchu pocket*

The food gathering Chenchus are rot inclined

to Agriculture calls for persistent and continuous 

labour, undertake hard and sustained physical work. 



This is mainly due to undernourishment and lack of 

similar work habit among the Chenchu. When all the 

programmes embodied in this action plan are put on 

ground, the programme benefits would enable them, to 
improve their consumption standards. During the first 

year of implementation, the farmers may be provided 

with credit liberally for subsistence purposes. The 
D.R.Depots of the C-irijan Cooperative Corporation nay 

act as retail outlets for State Civil Supplies Depart

ment. An intensive medical core programme envisaged, 

under the Action Plan will be able to correct the 
nutritional deficiencies. Regarding the other aspect, 

a programme has to bo formulated to induce the Chenchu 

into the type of work habit required, in the proposed 

settled cultivation. The provision of incentives, like 

subsistence allowance for the Chenchu members engaged 

in cultivation during the first crop season, and supply 

of inputs at subsidised rates would induce then, to 

take to cultivation and gradually inculcate the work-habit 
required for settled cultivation. To avoid the dismal 

performance of past experiments', steps must be- taken 

to induce community action against defaulters. The 

Chenchu tribe has a weakly developed traditional loader- 

ship organisation. It is too weak to initiate or 

organise any community action. There is, however, an 

institution of leadership created, by the Pore st
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pcpartment in each Forest village. The Forest Depart

ment had appointed Chenchus in the post of ’Hoad Man’ • 

and ’Deputy Head Man’ to’ act as Laison Officers in each 

Chenchu settlement between the Forest and other Govern

mental Departments and Chenchu-: residents of the res

pective settlements6 With the abolition of R.F. 

villages and consequent transfer of execution of 

Chenchu development programmes to various Departments, 

the Forest Department has discontinued the Offices 

of ’Head Man’ and ’Deputy Head Man’. The office 

can now be continued and can be used for inducing 

and organising community action in Chenchu villages. 

They can also be entrusted the duties of Village 

liunicif (Police Patel) and Karanam (Patwari) of the 

respective Chenchu G-udems after sone training by the 
Revenue Department. This is also appropriates m 
wake of conversion of Reserve Forest Villages into 

Rev enue V il1age s.

Lastly, there is skill and technology constraint, 

the level of technological skill of the pre-agricul

tural Chenchu is very low. This fact must be constantly 

kept in view while formulating agricultural development 

programme. It has also to be kept in view that addi

tional skill component should as fan as possible, be
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within the adaptive capacity of the Chenchus, If 

the agricultural development is formulated in such 

a way that the entire Chenchu community in the. Chenchu 

settlement participates in this new pursuit,- it will 

induce new work habits and ensure successful-adoption 
of the programme. It is essential to impart training 

to the prospective Chenchu farmers in various methods 

of farming, so that the trainees can act as innovators 
I

in their1 villages. Two formers training centres 

arc proposed at Majmanur and Bairluti.

r 1
There is need for sustained end vigorous 

agricultural extension programme. To carry cut 

extension work a- cadre of dedicated extension workers 

with adequate experience of working in similar pro- 

grurn.., among pre-agricultural people is required.

To attract good staff incentives to the staff workin^ 

in the project ares, may be provided in the form of 

free accomxiodation, project allowance at 20y? of the 

basic salary, etc. The- targets nay be fixed realis

tically taking into consideration various local factors. 

The staff in-charge of each Chenchu settlements may be- 

in duced to achieve the physical targets by instituting 

Bonus for those who achieve targets each year. Am 

agro-service centre cun-dc-pot to provide necessary 

guidance to the farmers end supply ogricultural
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implements and other agrarian inputs to the Chenchu 

farmers is proposed to bo set up at the selected centres 

viz., Bairluty, Mannanur and Garaponts. One Agricul

tural Extension Worker is proposed to be posted -t ovnrv 
large Chenchu settlements, to .constantly demonstrate 

various agricultural operations and use of avricun- 

tural implements to tjie Chenchu farmers and also to 

guide them in application of manures, fertilizers 
pesticides and other agrarian inputs. Ho is -n 

possible for distribution of agricultural inputs to the 

Chenchus. He will be under the control of Agricultural 
Extension Officer of the concerned project area

It is necessary to survey land and complete 

settlement operations in order to assign land indivi 

dually. Distribution of !patta! also would create 
a sense of ownership and security of tenure.

Lastly, there is the financial constraint.

The food gathering and hunting Chenchus lack thu noney 

to invest for short term inputs but alone the huge 

aoney required for land development- and other medium 

and Iona term inputs. It is therefore envisaged to 

undertake land development by the Government onJ0u;> 

.-rant-in-aid basis. The District Units of Agro-Indus- 

trios Corporation situated in Kurnool, Mahaboobnagar,
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Ongole and other place nay be commissioned for the 

work in their respective districts. It is also pro-
> 

posed to control the weeds in the fields with appli
cation of wcedicides. It can be entrusted to the 

Plant protection Unit of State Department of Agri- • < 
culture*  It is also envisaged to supply various kinds 

of improved inputs to the farmers at subsidised rates. 
The subsidy component in the inputs supplied by the 
Project will taper off gradually steps must also be 

taken to ensure the timely supply of various inputs.

Following the methods enunciated above under 
the strategy, a plan for introduction, stabilisation 

and development of agriculture is formulated .in the 
following pages. '

i propping Pattern;

The cropping pattern in and around the Project 

are is characterised by predominance of millets espe

cially ragi and jowar in Mahaboobnagar District - Arika. 

Sana and other small millets. The agricultural yields 

are very low. It is proposed to step up agricultural 

production gradually in the Project area by introducing 

qualitative and quantitative shifts in the cropping 

pattern.



It is proposed to bring-more area under regular 

cultivation in a phased programme. Talcing into conside 
ration the various constraints and adopting capacity 

of the Chenchus, it is proposed to increase cropped 

area to 4055.40 acres in a phased programme as detailed 
below:

T_ A B I E NO. IT

81.-Tq District. 1976-77
Caere s')” 1.977-78

(acres')" (acres)"
1 . Nahal oobn agar 339.10 339.10 339.10
2. Kurnool 649.75 649.75 649.75
5. Nalgonda 25.00 25.00 25.00

Total: 1013.85 1013.35 1013.85

The present cropping pattern is not profitable 

as evident from the low productivity and pronounced 

shortages of food grains in the project area. More

over the crops grown in many places are local varie

ties and not good yielders. There are no high yield

ing varieties among them. It is therefore proposed 

with improved and high yielding varieties of profi

table crops suited to the project area. The quali-- 

tative shift in cropping pattern of the'project area 
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will be effected after careful consideration of 

agro-climatic and ecological factors, irrigation 

potentials of the area, profitability, deitary habits 
and preferences of the Chenchus of the Project area*

* Source? District Tribal Welfare Officer, Plahaboobnagar, 
Reclamation Officer, Kurnool and District Social 
Welfare Officer, Prakasham District.

The data on agro-cInnate, type, depth and -• 

texture of soils etc. are not available. These are 
to be gathered by the project Agricultural staff in 

the first year of project itself so as to prepare 

a cropping pattern profitable and most suitable to the 

area.

The programme of coverage by improved end
high yielding varieties of crops is indicated in 

the following tables

T A BEE NO.Ill

COVERAGE OB HIGH YIELDING- VARIETIES

—
District. No.

Area covered in -
Total
(acres)1976'-77 

(acres)
3977-78
(acres)

1978-79
_(acres)

1. Mahaboobnagar 85.00 170,00 559.00 594.00

2. Kurnool 100.09 150.00 500.00 550.00

5. Prak as ham 62.50 95.75 187.50 545.75
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There is urgent need as well as scope for 
» , 

cultivation of vegetable and fruit crops in the 

Chenchu settlements. The fruit and vegetable intake 

of Chenchu is at present very lovz. To make up vital 

nutritional deficiency, it is proposed to encourage 

kitchen gardening, besides .earmarking some area for 
vegetable and fruit crops.

Significant increase .in agricultural yields 

is now possible with adoption of improved agrarian 

inputs viz., High Yielding Variety seed, fertilizer, 

■pesticides and insecticides improved implements etc. 

It is envisaged to supply these agrarian inputs to 

all the Chenchu farmers in the Project area Ln phased

programme as detailed below:
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TABLE ITO,(1 )

SUPPLY OF INPUTS

Supply of inpie-

Year. Type of inputs.

/
1 . 2.

Quant ity

3.

Area to 
be cov
ered 
(acres)’ 

4.

N o. of 
bene
fici
aries 

5.

Estimated 
cost (Rs.)

6.

1976-77 Improved Seed 25 Qtls 247i50 70 4,375
Fertilizers 125 Qtls 247.50 70 12,500
Pesticides - 50 Ls. 247,50 70 1,250

1,97,975

, ments. — — 70 2,100
1977-78 Seed 70 Qtls 661*25 200 12,250

Fertilizers 330 Qtls 661.25 200 39,600
Pesticides 120 Ls. 661.25 200 5,000

Supply of 
ments.

in pie-
@ Rs. 40/ — 

per individual 130 5,200
1978-79 Seed 150 Qtls 1487.75 500 16,250

Fortilizers 745 Qtls 1487*75 500 81,950
Pesticides 300 Ls. 1487.75 500 7,500
Supply of 
ments.

inple-
@ Rs.40/- per 
.individual 
cult ivat or

300 12,000



Irrigation is one of the nost important factors 

for adoption of modern agrarian practices and stepping 

up agricultural production, A survey of irriga,tio
potentialities is necessary. After the results of 

techno-economic feasibility survey are available, t^' 

irrigation works can be taken up. There are, however 

sone investigated minor irrigation works in Achampc-t 

Block of Maliaboobnagar District. The tanks et ITe.^iuti 

Pedacheruvu, Pedamantanala and Telugurayanichoruvu 

can be repaired and restored for irrigation purposes. 

Restoration work and pumping of water iron the so 

be started immediately. Pending the feasibility report, 

a sum of lb. 10/- lakhs is provided for irrigation dove- 
• » 

lopnent in the project area. Itis proposed to take 

up irrigation work, on 190$ grant-in-aid basis.

The short term inputs are proposed to be supplied 

in the first 100% subsidy basis. In the second year 
the ii'iputs will.be supplied at 75% subsidy and in the 

third- year the subsidy will be reduced to 50% of the 

value of inputs supplied. The financial implications 

for supply of 1 puts on subsiny are furnished here

under;
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T A B,L.g__ HO,.(2

SUPPLY OF pilprg. g/Fu.; liIVUTS

Year. Total Extent
(acres)

Total Esti
mated cost

Rs.
Subsidy Rs.

------------
Loan Rs.

1976-77 766.35 53,620 53,620 ** —

1977^78 766.35 53,629 40,215 13,40 5

1978-79 766.35 53,620 26,810 26,810

Tot o.l : 2,299.95 1,69,860 1,20,645 40,215

Adequate credit for productive and unproductive

purposes and subsistence allowance to the Chenchu far
mers in the first crop season-wise also provided fox

in the plan, The financial implications of various 

programmes envisaged under agriculture- sector arc 

f urn is he d her cun.de r ?

SI.
ho.

Hst inated
_ .Q_ost.*--»

1. Establishment of Agro-servico Centre.
(Towards salaries for staff ord quarters 

and Depot)
2. Land, development.
5. ’lend control operation.
4. Supply of inputs.
5. Training Programme
6. Subsistance Allowance
7. Salaries of He ad Lien and Deputy Head Men.
8.. I r r i g a t ion.

Total:

1.87,200

6,00,000
15,030 

3,58,835 
2,00.000 
4 *.62  ',000 
- 50,000 

10x00,003 
19,73,035
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<-• CC111C-L IhLDSThlfS;

The hand to vouth living characteristic ; 
i

food gathering tribe leaves, spells of leisxirc and. un- 
employ: tent clue- to seasonal variations and the c one on it oj 

non-availability of forest produce. furthers for a pri .. • *•

1. jdc-e-Keoping industry

The extraction- of honey iron boo-hives 

and its various uses have been known to Chenchus for 

centuries. Bee-keeping industry: developed on nodorn 

lk.es will .not only increase the production cf honey, 

but con pley a positive role in raisin.., the output of

u.it ivc tribe like Chenchus however rich may be the 
resource endowment of the- ere.?.. the level of its utili

sation will oe at tlio j ow-s ’• c I - •••■s t-neauf ore niiip\ na
tive that introducing the Chenchus to advanced tcchnulo 
and sophisticated industry is a long drawn process vita 

an initial phase of improving upon his traditional 
shills and industry. Hence in this Vth live Tear Ila? 

period it is proposed to develop the traditional C„c-nch 

cottage industry like Bee-keeping. Basket naking, Tur. a 

hat having, ’Patroli1 Raking sac'. Chui collection and 

processing to which they have an in born floir for 

adoption', as they ?;?e’ thuir trocitional occupation. 
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agricultural and horticultural crops. Honey extracted 

from bee.-hives is a nutritious and..y<liolesoiae food.

It contains some precious and rare natural nutritional 

elements, the substitutes of which are difficult and 

costly’ to manufacture. Bee Wax, and royal Jely which 

are the other by-products of'the 'bee-keeping industry 
ro • ■ • . ■ • ■ ■ ..5

have medicinal and industrial uses. Via? is used in 

the manufacture of ammunition, candle, paints and
..... .J ■ ... . *-r  - < ;p- . 

varnishes. " ” ' •

The Project area is full of flora, and there is 
/

intense potential for developing bee-keeping as an 

industry which can become a subsidiary source ox income 

to Chenchus. This will not only augment their income 

but also help increase agricultural production. For 

this purpose it is necessary.that sub-stantions ere 

started appointing fieldmon for extension work in 

imparting training Chenchus in the roaring of boo
i in the extraction of honey etc. Improved colonics and in tnc laui

• - Unves are to be distributed freeand standardised bee boxco arc

of cost to the Chenchus, *

in

will have to be startedSub-Stations 0° Su b - S t at i on s 
centrally situated Chenchu villages like Anara 

do-rannnta and Palutla::to serve differed

The following of thein Chenchu country.
of funds required for each Sub-Station,
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1. Salary of 1 Field Staff 300 x 12 = 3,600
2. T.k. and B.A. 30 x 12 = 360
3. Rent and contingencies 30 x 12 = " 360

Total for four Sub-Stations for 4,520
four Years. --------

4 x 3 x 4,320 = Rs.51,840/-

b) Training;
> n- — - —« n-. -i. li ■ (

It is also proposed to train 10 Chenchus who 

have atleast primary education in Bee-keeping for 
throe months. The cost of the training programme is 

as follows;
Rs.

1. Stipend-at the rate of Rs. 100/-P.1I. 
per trainee for three months

100 x 10 x 3 = 3,000
2. T.A. for 10 Chenchus at the rate

of fc.50/-per trainee - 10 x 50 = 500'

Total; 3,500"

c) Distribution of Bpo Boxes and Extractiont

It is proposed to distribute 500 bee boxes 

for 5 hundred Chenchu families and 50 extractors 

in the areas of 4 Sub-Station free of cost
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1. Cost of 500 bee boxes
500 x 52

2. Cost of 50 Extractors 
Rs. 60/- each — 60 x 5*

Total

Rs.

at ps,52/- each.
= 26,000

at the rate of
= --3,000

29,000

Total funds required for implementation of scheme
1. Sub-Stations- 4 '

2. Training - 10 (Number)

3. Purchase of Bee Boxes and 
extractors - 500 + 50

51,840

3,500

29,000’

84,340 or 
84,400"

.3 an boo h ouseh old cir tide mak ing pr oduc t i on centre f or 
Chenchu areas in the District hahboobnagar and ~ 
rralcasham.

The Chenchu area, abounds in Bamboo and the 

Department of Industries and Commerce Government of 

'Andhra Pradesh is running a basket making training 

’ centre at Pecheruvu village and imparting training to

8 candidates annually by paying stipend. About 8 people 

have completed training. Picking bamboo basket is known 

to Chenchu but it is mainly done by a few families is 

?Tanranur, Vaivarlapalli, Pecheruvu and Siisailam 

Chenchuvada- for the manufacture of baskets, storing 

drums, handicrafts and other domestic articles which 
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may find ready market in and around those villages 

especially in Srisail am Dam work. Pecheruvu is already 

having a departmental training cum-production centre. 
Bach Centre may require about Rs.25,000 working capital 
annually besides a capital investment of Rs.8,000 for 20 
artisans per year. The economies and estimates of manu

facturing cost per annum of one training centre arc 
given below:

I. Assumptions:

1. No.of working days per month
and year.

2. No.of working hours per day

3. Annual capacity of the Centre

25
300

8 hours
Processing of 9,000 
pieces of Bamboo and 
manufacturing of 
various domes tic 
articles.

II. Capital Investment;
Land

Building
(Light roof)

Dease/holding land of Government
A shed of about 4-00 Sc.at, 
areas costing about' Rs. 7,503/- 
given as total grant.

Implement s Rs. 3 0 / - 
per artisan for 20 
persons
Rs.20 x 30 = 600 Rs. 600/- as full grant.
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Ill. Working Capital’

1. Raw material procured in 
the forest area at a 
subsidised rate.

2. Salary and Wages per annum.
3. Miscellaneous.

2. Turn over of working capital
i.e.,  50% of the total requirements 
at- subsidised interest of 4%

Rs.

.6,750-00

14,400-00

4,100-00

"25,250-00

12,625-00

Economics and Estimate of manufacturing cost per annum, 
of a Bamboo Household Article making production centre 
in Chenchu Girijan Areas in Mahaboobne.garnurnool an - 
Prakasham Districts.

A. Raw material:
Ps1. Raw Bamboo

1-J- pieces of Bamboo per artisan 
for 20 artisans for 300 days.
20 x 14- x 300 = 9,000
Cost of raw material at
per piece at available
site in the Girijan .^ea rathe .6,750-00
proximity of 2-3- meters.

B. S al ar i e s end. V/ ages.
-f ' c true tor-cum -Manager1. Salary of Inscruorox _ Q

at Rs.200/- per montn. - m

2 Wages for 20 artisans 
at Rs.2/- per day
20 x 2 x 300 =.im)H£ 14,400-00
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C. Li is c e 11 ane ous •

1. Rent & Contingencies 1,200.00
2. Transport & Travelling 2,400.00

charges. -----------3,600.00
D. Over-heads:

1, Interest at a subsidised 
rate of 4% on working 
capital of 12,625/-

T o t a.l Manuf ac tur ing Cost: 
e ’ t

Selling price of 9000 pieces of 
processed bamboo articles -at a 
rate of 3.50 per bamboo piece
Manufacturing Cost (-)

•; Net Annual Earning

Not Annual Income
Repayment of working capital loan 

per annum with interest (-)
Annual Suplus earning of the Centro

495.00

25,245.00

31,500.00
25r245±00

6,255.00
-4^366^00

1,889.00

Abstract

Capital investment for three 
centres at the ra,te of 8y100 
per centre. .•

8,100 x 3 =
I ♦ M

24,500

Re-cur ring expenditure towards ' 
.salary and wages and miscella
neous expenditure for three 
centres for three years.

18,500 x 3 x 3 = 1,66,500

TOTAL; 1,90,800
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g'JrTGA LIAT VBAVIKG;

Tung a grass is available in the Tank heels.

This can. be utilised for mat weaving purpose. For 

this a Mat Weaving Unit can be started in Mannanoor 

for training the Tribals in mat weaving. The centre 

can be attached to the proposed Bamboo production 

cum-Training Centre at Mannanoor. The following are 
the details of the Scheme.

It on -Rec urring» Rs.

1. Machinery and Equipment 900.09
2. Furniture ' 400.00
p. Raw Material * 2,090.00

Total: ' -3,300.00

Recurring:

1. Ono Maistry (250-10-450)
2. One Watchman (Fs.140.)
3- Stipend for 10 Trainees @ Rs.60/- 

for six months (Two Batches).
4. Rent for Building C Rs. 50/- P.M.
5. Contingencies and'TA to Staff.

Total:

3,909.09
1,680.00
7,200.00

- 600.00
,_800a00

13,280.00

Abstract.

n on -Rec urr ing
Recurring

Total:

3,300^00
122.280±00
16,580.09 or
16,609.00
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Funds required, for 3 years? " ' Rs.

ITon-recurring — Rs. 3,300.00.
Recurring — Rs .40,140.00 43,500.00

FAIR 01-1 I1AKING-?

The forests of Mahaboobnagar Chenchu area ■ 

arc rich in Babunnia Vahuli or Adda leaf' which is u'sed 
in preparing leaf plates and cups and finds ready 
market. A peripatetic demonstration unit is proposed 

to be started in Mannanur with one Demonstrator. The 
Demonstrator has to visit atleast two villages in one 
month with 15 days stay at each village. He gathers f * *• . a *j • •

women folk and teaches them the art of making these 
/ 

-patrolies”. The G-irijan Cooperative Corporation wilj.

have to organise the trained tribal women into coopera

tive societies for production and marketing of the 

finished leaf' plates and cups. The financial implica
tions and the training programme as follows:

Salary of one demonstrator fe.
© Rs.200/-P.M. per one year. 2,400.00

T.A. and B.A. etc. --600.00

Total: 3,000;ao

For three years 3,000 x 3' = Rs.9,-000.00
A

f
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Gunharavs Ccllcction encl froprocesslain

Gul. Karaya which is. used in the preparation of
<

>?;n5 .sweets , chc-win-o curi, paints etc., is tapood frci- 

Tiroonan trees which grow in- the forests of Chenchu. nroo... 

rhe Chenchus collect then in snail quantities an cl the

• iri?.02i Cooperative Corporation procure then. It is 

or closed to start one unit for collection and 'n'o- ’ 

or co css in ,c of d/'m at ilannanur.

The financial implications of this Unit as
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The managerial assistance will have to be provided by 

the Government while loan part can be secured from the 

Khadi and Village Industries 0 omission and other 
financial bodies. The Industries suggested are already 

under the perview of the G-irijan Cooperative Corooration.
t

The technical staff of the Khadi and Village Industries 

Comission nay have to be drafted initially till such 

period that the tribal candidates arc in a position to 
equip themselves with technical skills and expertise 
in the organisation and implementation of the programme.

Abstract

1. Bee keeping Industry for 
three years.

2. bamboo production centre

5. Tunga Nat Weaving

4. Patrol i making
5, Gum Karaya

Loan

34,400
1,90,800

43,500

9,000
21,000

1,75,000 ------------

1,75,000
----------- 5,43,700

-M. W 0 0 — —
9 9
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5 • HEALTHo

pub 1 ic Sanitation end Per sen al Hygiene;

By and large the sanitary condition in 
Chenchu settlements and dwellings are very unsatisfac

tory. They rear gouts, sheep, pigs and fowls for 
domestic consumption. But they are not kept separate 

and they are housed under the same roof. These logis
tic ate d birds and animals roan about freely in the 
houses as well as the locality. As a consequence- it 

is but natural that their houses and the localities 

emit foul smell due to the accumulation of excreta of 

the pct animals. Sanitation worsens with the children 

defecating in the vicinity of the huts. There is no 

sense of public sanitation. The huts arc so small 

and congested tha.t the inmates huddle together at 

night and the close physical contact and lack of per

sonal hygiene among the Chenchus spread various conta

gious diseases easily. Due to lack of public sanitation 

in Chenchu settlements become breeding grounds of 

various comuni cable diseases especially in rainy 

season. The cow-dung and other ’waste material are



-iot kepi; away from the dwellings. They have no tradi

tional method of disposal of human, animal, culinary and 

other household waste. The villages are littered with 

the- decomposing matter polluting the village atmosobore 

with unbxearable odour and breeding disease carrying 

flics and mosquitoes.

The Chenchus do not have th^ habit of taking 

regular bath probably due to scarcity of water. They 

are • ill cl ad and inadequately dressed to protect thor- 

solvos against the cold and heat., The traditionally 

semi-naked Chenchu has no habit of washing his ch of1-i-w 
except in some places where thc-y have contacts v.Hfw 

outsiders. The Chenchu does not use any le tercet 

wash'his clothes. The same rags are generally wor» 

without any washing till they arc wornouta The dir- 

tridden and sweat soaked rags are responsible fo^ high 

iucidence of skin diseases. Incidence of fungus ’icc c- 

ses is also very high due to lack of scarcity of drinking 

vzator, - 

hue to .rocky terrain? low rainia.il and laoi. of

. _ . .1T<n..o deep water table, the projeerwater sources - -
by sho-tci<;G ck nr. 'Generally c^cuc-Cvcxj.

,„lw3 drink the cont.?niiHvte<’+ ..^ jn sw.racr, The CiiSi-Ciiu-o
- r. cjTio.rtate as vvdl «...s m mn ~r m the period of v,rauui -•b C J-



led to nutritional deficiencies which in turn resulted 

in various- diseases of malnutrition.

The contacts with outsiders and introduction 

of money economy led to incidence of venereal diseases. 
The venereal diseases may assume alarming proportions 

among the preliterate Chenchus who neither know treatne 

in traditional medicine nor aware of preventive ncu'-urc 
curc and preventions .of venereal diseases is very liff i 
cult among the Chenchus who utterly lack personal hygic 

During the recdnnoitral survey a study has been conduct 
by this Institute to know the incidence of venereal 
diseases in the project area. The study reveals that 

out of a total population of 645 persons covered 54 

wore affected with venereal diseases. Barring one 
girl m uj.10 age—giL.v.p o±. >_>—vcCib a_*d  an ole. men 

aged about 50 years all the affected were in the age- 

group of 20-59 years. of the total population covered 
260 were children in the age-group of 0-15 years. This 

leaves 535 individuals in the reproductive age ox whied 

54 arc affected. The percentage of the affected indi

viduals to the total population above 15 years is 6.26': 

end to the total population it is 3.75%.
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Out of the 331 males 16 and out of the 312 

fenales 8 ore presently suffering from venereal discuses. 
The age specific distribution of the affected individuals 

shows that there were no cases of venereal diseases upto 

the 15th year. The nolcs in the age-group of 15-19 years 

wure also free from the disease barring alone case (2.944), 

The maximum incidence was observed in the age-group of 

20-29 years in both sexes. Ip.231 of the males and 6.56^ 

of tne females of this age—group wore currently suffuriri.A 

from venereal disease. The age-group of 30-39 years 

shows the next highest order of iocidunce being B.ZC’i 
for males and 5.174 for females.

All the affected females and 11 out of 16 affec

ted males were married, thereby revealing that the trans

mission of the disease is mainly due to extramarit cl 

relations 15 out of the 16 affected males and 5 out of 

8 affected females had atleast primary education. This 

indicates that the literate- people vvere more prone to 

the venereal diseases, 4 out of tne io affected males 

and 2 out of the 8 affected. females co.nto.ctcd the 

disease outside their village. Perhaps these people 
i

might bo responsible for spreading the disease in 

thc rr vill-age «
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The pattern of incidence indicates that the 

disease is imported iron cutside„ The fact that the 

incidence is high among educated and people with mobility 
proves that disease contracted outside and spread among 
Chenchus by those semi-educated and advanced Chenchuse

Humber of T.B. and leprosy cases are else 
noticed during the rcconnitral Survey•.

Medical and health facilities have to be extern do c1 

to Chenchu villages. A two pronged strategy is necessary 

to improve the sanitary conditions in the Chenchu villo
se and control tine diseases among the Chenchus, The 
strategy should consists of 1) Health education pro

gramme, 2) Provision of effective medical care t'nrcugh 

n het work of Hcs^-tals, Dispensaries and Mobile nodical

units.

A vigorous Health Education Programme has to be 

conducted in the Chenchu villages to remove their svw- 

stitions, beliefs about various diseases and educate 

then about preventive and curative measures necessary 

for various diseases. Health Education Programme also 

inculcates sense of puolic snnitatio.ns and impart 

personal hygiene among the Chenchus. Through effec

tive extensive work, changes in their food habits
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+ rU X- 
will be brought about/inprove their nutritional status.

jlic importance of kitchen gardening, dairy faming and 

poultry keeping will have to be explained.

For provisions of effective medical care, the 
following medical institutions ore suggested. One 

Primary Health Centre (Sub-Centre) is proposed at 

Kondanagul during the project period. With this the 

entire Anrabad Plateau region is covered with medical 

institutions to serve the population. In view of pre

valence of venereal among adult Chenchus and skin 

diseases especially among Chenchu school going and 

other children a special skin and Venereal Disease 

Mobile Medical Unit at Srisailam. is suggested. 'Besides 

one Health Education Unit is suggested for the Project 

ar^a in order to educate Cnencnus. Tne derails ox 

existing institutions arc furnished in the Annoxure. 

In i-Tallanalai region there is --one dispensary nt hain-^j 

to lookaftc-r the nodical problems of Chenchus-. Previously 

there was a dispensary at Pecheruvu and recently/ lu was
. . c, - ,n7,r,nir But Chenchus are unable to gel tneshifter to

wiefit freft it as it is ©W C^r.chu 

settlesohts. Hence the Priory Health Centre >S to be 

, n P „ ^^nnip to Pedamantanala ord Sub-Centres shifted from Domain i-

ohictala, Garaoenta and Palutlu.are proposes —i1-■

Iktvrnity and child welfare centre is proposed at 
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Pecheruvu, Kambalapalli of Devarakonda taluk and 
Gangalakunta of Guntur District. As the Chenchu settle

ments. are scattered over a wide area, the population 

criterion could not be appropriate therefore, the above 

suggested medical institutions are proposed for effective
coverage. These institutions would be able to cater to 
the needs of the Chenchus of the Project area. The 

financial implications are furnished in the Annexure

✓

Dr ink ill g water supply:

The provision of safe and adequate water suooly 

is of foremost importance for healthy living, Most of 
Chenchu settlements are. not provided with drinking- 
water wells. They usually make use of stream water for 
tl'nir domestic purposes. Many of the hill stream I
reduce, to a trickle flow arid some oven totally dry-up 

in summer season. In Nallamalai region, the Forest 

Department spent huge amounts for construction of wells 

for Chenchus. But there is no proper maintenance +

of the wells are not in good condition. The old wells 

will have to be repaired and restored and new wells arc 

to Be sunk in places where tnere ore no wells or other 

sources of water supply. The details of well sinking

programme are furnished hereunder
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• 976-77

977-78

rlane, pf the’ 
Cl^nchugudcu,

A ppapur
Udirnella
Farhabad
Payan on
Rekulavaran
Loyalapalli
A b b ar a j uki in t a 
Fcchcruvu
Pe danant anal a
IJagatuty
Thuirnal ab ailu
A ± 1 i p a A c ]’i
Marrip al on
!• an pur
Salwaid

Palutla
cru t abac 'isixU
Shcanupalcn 
Follapcnta
Pedd.?v Aruula
She or.i ar ay uric ?ig r uvu 
Yclnalnanda
j _u*u  uKuru 
Challa pur

i. st i-sabed

A rr as a g e r

5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000

5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,00 j 

5,000
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Gar ape nt a 5,000
0 h in am an t r al a 5,000
Chin tai a. 5,000
C h il ak ache r la • ' 5,000
Mallei amnaguden 5,000
Kambalapalli 5,000
Kandlagunta 5,000
Patlaveedu 5,000
Maddisedugu 5,000
Uppunuthula 5,000
Tiered 5?000
Kondanagul 5,000
Jakkulapalli ■ 5,000
Antaram 5,000
Ku saunas amudr am 5,000



1IBPICAL AND HEA1TN EROGRhAngS

S c h e n e 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 Total Rs.

o Proposals of Sub-Centres

. Proposn.l of Maternity 
and. Chill Volfare Centro

0 ar apent a .-RO . 4,200 
(far apent a-NR .15,000

, Proposal of dispensaries Ganialak- RC.30,000
uirta. NR. 50,000

. Quarters for P.rl.C. Staff

o Drinking fiat er '.‘ells

. Mobile Medical Unit at 
Sri sei lain

10 NR.50,000

RC.25,000

Rs.
Chintala IRC. 8,400
K onia na'pil I NR .50,000
N ‘nr oner edetykunt a

’RO. 4,200
NR.15,000

P e ch e ruvu R0. .30,000
NR.50,000

NR.50,000

15 NR.75,000

PC.25,000
NR.50,000

Palutta-RC-. 4,200 RC.37,800 
NR.15,000 NR.60,000

RC.12,600 
NR.15,000

Teldeva- RC .50,000 10.1,60,000 
rapalli.NR.50,000 NR.1,5Op00

NR.50,000

15 NR.75,000 NR.2,00,000

RC.25,000 riO./.,7'5,^'Q'
NR.-':

Total: RC. 5,54i5y41>'0:
— -Nft.-*?',-2 xr,-e©0'

8,70,400
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integrated child dovelopment schemes

While the Chenchu children suffers from mal

nutrition and under nutrition, skin diseases especially 
scabis axgmia, the expectant and nursing mothers suffers 
from under nutrition prenatal and postnatal diseases after 
child birth. It is therefore, of urgent need that these 

diseased groups are provided a package of services like 
supplementary nutrition, health education, immunization, 
health checkup and referral services and nonformal educa
tion by adopting a co-ordinated approach as envisaged in 
the integrated child development services scheme. The 
Chenchus 'of the most deserving feroup for such a project area 
because they satisfy the following factors enma rated Sr 
selection of the project .

1. Areas predominantly inhabited by tribes particularly 

backward tribes.

2. Backward areas.
3O Droughtrone areas.
h. Nutritionally deficient areas.
5. Areas poor in development of social services, l

Thus Chenchu Project area satisfies the 5 out
of 6 considerations.
STAFF

Child development project officer j

Assistant .. .. 0. j
Supervisors .. .. ,, 3

Anganawadi workers 00 .. ip

D rive r o 0 o # o t

Helpers o. gn
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Strengthening of staff of Dispensary /Hospital

Doctor with Diploma in child Health >|

Lady Health visitor/public health nurse 1

A. N.M. .. .. u

The Dornala hospital should be shifted to Pcdamantanala 
and the project skmnln be on -ordi neted with the Hospital 
a c t ivn t .1 e a.
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6. EDUCATION:

The literacy percentage among Chenchus is 

appallingly low when compared to other tribal groups 

of the State. The reconniotrel survey conducted by this 

.Institute in 1 edamantanale, -Abfeaialunta, Farbabed, 

iampur and Appapur villages reveals that out of 400 

persons only 9 are literates which constitutes 2.2'-*,  to 

the total. The literacy rate among the females is 1 .50^ 
only in the above villages studied. Lventbough'schools 

were established in Chenchu area as early as 1920'*-  

there were only 2 male Matriculates as ner 1061 nCn=,-r. 

Reports. According 1971 Census 11% are literates 

Chenchus. However this figure does not reflect + be 

actual literacy situation in the project area as most o-‘ 

the literate Chenchus live outside project area 1 P 

the plains and even those Chenchus who have been enrolled 

in the schools and dropped out later and lapsed into 

illiteracy might have also been enumerated as liter°v— 

As the Chenchus settlements are soattrrrg .■ r 1112 gg over wide axes'- 

usually consisting of 5 to 10 houses, schools established 

in their settlements serve only a few. As the Chenchus 

are suffering from grinding poverty, children usually 

assist the parents in digging tubers and roots and colUc- 

tion of other items of mirn-.--moi forest produce. Consequently, 

many coenchu pupils drouout o-~ o—-•*>  ’«*+ i r- ~ v -j?, st back from school 
-t. rfi ot ely aft ex enrolment.
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ibe etucy conducted by this Institute in 

the year 1972 in connection with reorganization of 

Chenchu schools revealed the recpant absenteeist. (6^.05^'. 

stegneticn ( ^7.81 ) end wastage (67.34). The above 

mentioned triple evils are largely due to their poor

economic conditions, ingrained apathy tov-’ards education 

end lacl of prccrr incentives to Chenchu- students to 

cirlc education nttr-ctive. In order to rectify these 

shortcomings 22 Chenchu schools hitherto functioning

in Kallamalai region 7. ere 

-cbooIs in the year 1974. 

schools ?re as follows.-.

District

Kurnool

Prakasbam

egrouped- into 7 .Ashram

’the locations of Ashram

Location

Pccheruvu

Nar?pareddikunta

Ped am ant ana la

Chintala

Garapent?

P au It la

Allipalem

Besides these 7 Asbrem Schools, one Upper

Primary School is functioning at Bairluty with hoa- 

facilities. Another hostel is functioning .xji- ° 1 »rieeilrm

to serve Srisailar.. fres Chenchus who f-re in bn+u- ±IJ cot h secono ?ry

■■nd primary schools. In ^marabac plateau one Ashram 

.uohoal is Started during 1974 exclusively for Chenchu 
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of Parbabad, Rampur, ^ppapur and Ma 11 spur villages. 

Another fishram School at Ippaipally is started during 

1975 to serve exclusively Chenchus of lower Plateau.

Besides these two, one High School is 

functioning at Mannanur with two hostels one for boys end 

another for girls. The existing hostel at Vatwarla- 

palli is serving the requirements of Chenchus of that 

area. The Denotified Tribes hostels at ^marabad is 

also serving a few Chenchu students .from -Amarabad, Padra 

and Udimella villages. In Nalgonda District one fishrar 

School is functioning at Peddamoola exclusively for 

Chenchu students. In Hyderabad District a separate 

/.shram School is functioning at Rampoor in Pergi taluk 

for the benefit of Chenchu students. The existing 

Upper Primary School at Bairluty has been upgraded into 

High School, separate hostel for girls has to be 

provided there.

The above mentioned Iishram. Schools are able 

to cater to the needs of Chenchus of the various District! 

/.t present most of the Zshra m Schools are not having pucc; 

buildings. During the Plan period pucca buildings for 

these Ashram Schools are suggested. In addition to these.

teacher’s quarters are also to be constructed.
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It is estimated that there are about 1,625 

school age Chenchu children in the age-group of 6 to 11 

years. Out of these about 1360 are’already enrolled 

in various educational institutions discussed in the
I 

preceding paras. The enrollment works out to 84%. This 

high percentage among these primitive people could be 

achieved due to the replacement of all previous ordinary 

primary schools with Ashram schools about 3 years back. 

No new institutions are therefore proposed and the incen 

fives provided in »sbr?r Schools are uulte aOeouate to 

attract the Chenchu children.

However, the need of the hour is inculcat 

„ aPn=e of cleanliness among Chenchu mothers and

demonstrate proper and healthy upbringing of their

children. 'Further their hand to mouth existence does

not permit them much time to look after their kids.

Usually a child is carried in a cloth string tied across 

the shoulder or left to play in the forests if tee child 

is old enough while the mother is engaged in her food 

gathering activity. It is therefore necessary to start

cresches f at least in the big Chenchu villages like Peche-
ruvu, Narapareddikunta, Garepenta, Bairluty, Pogille and

Pedamantenala so as to provide an opportunitv ™
J J-or Chenchu

mother to learn proper care of their children rbil

leiving her of the additional burden of •1 csrrymg the child
in her food gathering •-ctivity. Andhra I'ahiia rhandali
and Bharatiya Uramina Rahil? Sangh have not mi

c 1g role to 
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play in maintaining some of these institutions and their 

expertise end resources will be utilised to the maximum 

possible extent.

In view of the low literacy, it is essential 

that adult literacy programme should also be introduced. 

In the context of proposed improved methods of cultivat

ing the diffusion of innovations, it is imperative to 

resort to the instrumentality of functional literacy for 

expanding mental horizons of these primitive people and 

bringing about a change for the better in their work 

ways and thought ways. For this purpose specially 

trained men will be posted in the existing Zshram Schools 

and they will be paid an additional allowance of Rs.50/- 

to conduct night schools .for the adults. The financial
> •’ * 

implications are furnished hereunder.
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Item 1976-77

Location

1977-78 1978-79

Cost Location Cost. Location Cost.
Rs . Rs.. Rs.

S hool building

K.nnovat ions

rarhabad 30,000
Cb.incbvgud em 30,000
1 cdamantanala 50,000

Ind ix esbwaraui 10,000
Cbilakacherla 10,000 
Vatwarlapa Hi 2 0,000

sacher’s Quarters
Lppaipalli 10,000
carbabad 25,000 \
Cbenchugudem 25,000. •
rec anient anala 30,000

a1v ai d ,OUU1 reposed Lshram 
School

Narapareddikunta' 50,000
Garapent a 50,000
Ped damool 30,000
Banal 30,000

• Rampur(Rargi Tq.) 30,000

— —•7

Larapareddilunta 30,000
Garapenta 30,000
Peddamool 25,000
Banal 20,000
Ra npnr (T’argi Tu. J 15,000 

50,000

I ropos ed TTpg L-adi ng

Ba1awadi s

.du It literacy 
Centree.

1 edamant anal 3,500
Garapenta 3,500
Pecheruvu 5
Pedamantanala J 10,,000
I arapareddikunta 5 
Garapenta J

3>O7:,-OOO

Upgrading Bairluty 70,000 
U.P. School into 
High School 
Chint ala 
Pa lut la 
Bairluty 
Chintala 
Parhabad 
Mannanur

7,000
7,000

4,1'2 .,000

Mai chint ap a Hi 30,000
xillipalem 30,000
Palutla 3 0,000
Siddhapur 30,000
lihobilam 30,000

_
—

Malchint ape Hi 25,000
Mlipalem 25,000
Palutla 25,000
Siddbapux- 20,000
TUjobilam kiU, UWJ

50,000

R.C. ■ 50,000

Rampur 10,500
Lingala • 10,500
Rampur 0
Pogilla 2’d,000
G anga 1 aku n t a - I’
pallipa lem ft

4 , 4 , ,5^.11)00
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7. PROTBCTIVE LEGISLATTOIJ;

lhe Chenchus are still at the stage of food-gathe 
ing economy and new to agriculture. Due to long isolation 
and illiteracy they arc very •gullible. ■ The Chenchu habitat 
is now opened up and many non-tribal groups inmigrated into 
the area and some places they outnumber the Chenchu. Out 
of kf1?5*l6  acres of land assigned in the Chenchu seetle- 
ments of Mahboobnagar, Nalgonda, Kurnool, Prakashac dist
ricts only 338 acres are under the occupation of Chenchus 
and the rest of the land i.e., 3,837.16 acres are being 
cultivated by non-tribal cultivators. As the prea*rirni  

tural Chenchus lacked necessary equipments and inputs 
for cultivating lands assigned tothen, the lard gradually 
passed on to the hands of non-tribals. As Chenchus are 
largely dependent upon flora and fauna of the forests 

they are forced to lead semi-nomadic life and consequently 
they have not developed any attachment to the land. Thi*  
trend is only with regard to Chenchus living in' the midst 
of forests and interior places but some of the Chenchu*  
living in the vicinity of roads and other progressive 
communities, are settled agriculturists. Chenchus livin- 
in Garapenta, Pedamantanala and Marripalem villages of

. 1V1
Kurnool district and annanur of Mahboobnagar district 
are settled agriculturists.

In order to promote economic development and to 

wean them away from nomadic habits of living, Chenchus 
ha^Jb be gradually settled on land. This transition 
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from food-gothering to settled cultivation may be defficult 

and slow process. During this transition period, the
• Chenchus may be exploited by greedy farmers from outside. 

Unless the lands assigned to t he Chenchus are made inalien
able to non-Chenchus, there is a danger of large scale 

alienation of land in the project area.

in the erstwhile Hyderabad state, several schemes 
were introduced to settle the Chenchus on lard. In the 

year 19^2 an area of 6,000 acres earmarked as 1 Chenchu 

reserve T in upper' Plateau of Amarabad area. No non

Che nchu was allowed to settle in the reserve and no money 

lender was allowed to do his business of money lending 
in the Be serve. Within this demarcated area the Chenchus 

were allowed to -cultivate free of any charge or revenue. 

The Chenchu colonly at Mannanur was established with an 
agricultural farm, a co-operative society, a school and 

a rural dispensary .Under this scheme 262 acres of land 

was given to 19 Chenchu families for collective farming.

Another Chenchu Colony at Vetavallapalli at 

a distance of 18 miles away from Mannanur was established 

in the year ^9^1-?2 for the Chenchus living in the 

jungles. 800 acres nf land was earmarked for the rehabili

tation of Chenchus.

But in these Chenchu Colonies several non-tribals 
settled and grabbed the lands fron the tribes. In fortne*  

days Chenchus cleared jungles at Vetavallapalli colony ;;.t 
the rate of 5” acres for each family. But latter on local 
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non-tribes burnt the houses of Chenchus and drove them 
away. Presently there are 8 Chenchu households out of 
approximately 200 houses found at Vetavallapalli. Simila 
ly several non-tribals have been cultivating the lands 
assigned to Chenchus at annanur. When the poor Chenchus 
applied for restoration of lands, concerned Revenue 
Divisional Officer gave eviction orders but actual posses *
sion of the land is not restored. The local landlords 
with the connivance of petty revenue officials continue 
to cultivate the lands.

The Andhra Pradesh (Scheduled Area) Land Transfe 
Regulation 1959 is applicable b., e^hodnicJ villages in 
Mahboobnagar district '-and the said Regulation is not 
applicable to any of the villages in Kurnool, Prakashan, 
Guntur, Nalgonda ana Hyderabad districts. All the land 
alienation cases and other land problems pertaining to 
Chenchus as detailed in annexure to this chapter have to 

be expeditiously solved and tribals have to be sh™ 
possession of their lands.

The Chenchus who are living in non-scheduled 
villages of Kurnool, Prakasham, Nalgonda, Hyderabad and 
Guntur districts should also be given necessary protection 

against the exploitation of outsiders as the problem is 
no less alarming in the areas . The problem of land 

alienation nay assume more serious proportions in future 

as the land in Chenchu villages is proposed under the plan 
to be developed on a scientific basis and more development 
aid will be pumped into the Chenchu areas. This nay 
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attract non-tribal formers from outside to acquire the lan-S 

from the Chenchus with the- help of various inducements.

This actively, if unchecked nay make the development effort 

Inf ructions.

As the extension of Andhra Pradesh (Scheduled 

Areas) Land Transfer Regulations 1959 to the Chenchu villa

ges in Kurnool, Prakasham, and other districts is fraught 

with certain difficulties due to mixed population of the 

villages, a legislation may be brought about to declare 

the land assigned onholdhy the Chenchus in various non

scheduled villages inalienable. The Government of Andhra 

pradesh is also contenplating to bring forward a legisla

tion to declare the land assigned to various weaker sections 

inalienable. The proposed Bill may cover tie Chenchu 

villages so that the Chenchus would be made invulnerable to 
exploitation of outsiders. Similarly, the Government ds 

contemplating to bring forward a uniform law to regulate 

usurious money lending through out the state. The Chenchus 
can also be bonofitted by the proposed law. 

.it;

The cases listed in the annexure-III and statistics 

of land alienation cases in Mahboobnagar District furnished 

indicate that t he legislation to regulate the transfer of 

land does not automatically prevent land alienation. The 

Andhra Pradesh (Scheduled Areas) Land Transfer Regulations 

is observed more in violation in IJahboocnagar district. 

The special staff appointed ®rthe purpose isnot effective 

in implementing various provisions 01 the Regulations.
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It is necessary t o gearup the special staff working in- 
Mahboobnagar district, so .as to effectively implement various 
provisions of Land Transfer Regulation and restore lard to 

the tribals expeditiously. In each of the two major viz., 
Kurnool and Prakasham districts, it is necessary to appoint 
one Deputy Thasildar and two revenue inspectors to imple
ment the Land Transfer Act and Money Lenders Act effectively.
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Besides these the personnel required for the implemen

tation of the nevi -n?ogramine form part of respective 
programmes. 

9
Similar to existing Integrated Tribal Development 

Areas, an Integrated Tribal Development Agency has to be 

created by registering it under Societies Act. An 

Officer from Tribal Cultural Research and Training Institut 

Hyderabad will be the Ex-Officio Project Officer treasurer 

of this Integrated Tribal Development Agency with Director, 

Tribal VZelfarc Department as its Ex-Officio Chairman. 

Chenchus, being a primitive tribe, the development requires 

thorough knowledge of human engineering. Consequently, 
*

anthropologist or Socialogist well versed in work ways,and 

thought ways of primitive groups and their needs has to 

be closely associated with the programme planning and 

execution for deft handling of delicate situations 

involved in the process of transforming a pre-agricultural 

society into a society with stable economic and social 

life. It is to provide their much needed expert input 

that one of the researches from Tribal Cultural Research 

and Training Institute is proposed for appointment as 

Ex-Officio Project Officer besides making the Director, 

Tribal Cultural Research and Training Institute, Hyderabad 

as Member of the Integrates Tribal Development Agency. 

As the .Project is distributed in six districts, the 

following will be the Members of the Integrated Tribal

Development Agency*
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1. Director of Tribal Welfare,
. Andhra Pradesh, 

Hyderabad.

2, Deputy Director of
Animal Husbandry (livestock)
Hyderabad. ’

3. Senior Joint Director of
Agriculture,
Directorate of Agriculture, 
Hyderabad. .

4, Additional Director of
Medical and Health Services, 
And hr a 1 r ad.e sh,
Hyder abad.

5. Director, Tribal Cultural
Re search and Trai n1ng 
Institute, Andhra Pradesh, 
Hyderabad,

6 Representative from Department 
of Industries, Andhra Pradesh, 
Hyderabad^

7, Regional Manager, 
C-irijan Cooperative Corporation, 
Hyderabad.

8, Conservator of Forests, 
'Research and Development,
Office of the Chief Conservator 
of Fores ts , Anglin a Pr ode sh, 
Hyderabad) .

9. Representative of Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies,
Hyderab ._

10. Representative of Director 
o f" S chool Mdue a t i on, 
Hyder obc.d.

11. Anthropologist/Sociologist from 
Tribal Cultural Research
and Training Institute, 
Ran j ar a Hili, 
Hyder abad.

Chairman

Member

Member

Member.

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Ex-Officio
Project Officer.
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A D M 1 I?T I S T R A T I 0 II

Though small in size both in terms of area and 

population, the Chenchu Project area is distributed in 

six Districts viz., Nalgonda, Mahboobnagar, Hyderabad, 

Kurnool, Prakasham and Guntur Districts. Added to this 

natural barriers like Krishna, Dindi, Gundla Karima. and 

other streams, Nallamalai and Farhabad hill ranges and 

dense iorests besides shifting Chenchu settlements pose 

challenging problems for development executive. Further, 

different types of development administration have been 

in action in Telangana and Andhra reas of Chenchu Proje- t 

villages. Most of the Chenchu villages in Mahboobnagar 

District are in Achampet Community Development Block 

while a small section are spilled over in the neighbouring 

Kollapur Community Development Block. Another section 

is spilled over in the Dcvara Konda Block of Nalgonda 

District. There is a small segment of Chenchu popula

tion in the Pargi Block of Hyderabad District also. 

The Reserve Forest villages of the former Kurnool 

District (now distributee, in Kurnool and Prakasnam 

Districts) were under administrative control of Forest 

Department untill recently without any Panohayat Raj 

administration. It is only after converting them 

into Revenue villages, they have been tagged qh t0
$v t
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the nearest Community Development Block in some plac 
1

Thus the Reserve Forest villages of Yerragondapalem
t Cub-Taluk are attached to Yerragondapalem Community 

Development Block.

In view of tne small size of the project area 
distributed in fragments in as many as six districts anc 

limited funds available it is not feasible to have a 

separate implementation authority for each district 
The only alternative left is to implement the project 
through the existing machinery in each*  district so 

to avoid drain on funds intended for development due to 
adm in is tr at ive over heads.

Besides the Collector, who is the Chief Coordi

nating and implementing authority, District TribaQ Yelfare 

Officer/District Social Welfare Officer/aeclanatio” 
Officer; as the case may be assist him in the inplsaen' 

tation of tribal development programmes in enP-- .x di strict 
at district level. While Reclamation Off io™- ,uxllcei looks after 
execution of tribal welfare programmes in r

the District Tribal Welfare Officer executes them
Maliboobnagar district. In other distr-><•.+<= -Runets the District 
social welfare Officers concerned imi-nPleraent the pro-ra—G 
The subject matter specialists dr-n-m f- iron •>i ous De -Darr— 
men ts implement the programmes -'>+• v... v^ious levels.
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For affording necessary guidance in planning and 

execution "besides reviewing development at the district 

level a Sub-Committee headed by the concerned District 

Collector, 'will be constituted for each of the districts 

with the following canposition.

1. Collector Chairman
2. Conservator of Forests :

concerned having jurisdiction
Memberover the Chenchu area in the 

District.

3. Member of Parliament and MLAS 
in whose constituency the 
Chenchu habitation in the 
District is situated.

Member

4. Chenchu Leader of the District 
nominated to the Integrated 
Tribal Development Agency. Member

5. District Level Officers 
(DT'lO/DS'JO/ReclbTnafiqn Officers and 
other district Heads),

Membersconcerned 7/ith Tribal Welfare 
schemes ,

6. Ex-Officio Project Officer. Secretary



CHEIKH-IU POPULATION

Sourc e: 1971 0 onsus.ABSTRACT

SI. Narae of the 
No.

district Naiae of the Taluk Total
Po pul oh ion

Scheduled 
Tribe

Population
Chenchu 

Population

1 . allabubnagar Achampet 1,11,079 3,512 3,439
Koi 1 a pur 1,48,615' 778 732

2. Hyderabad Pax’gi 1 802 798

5. Nalgonda Devarakonda 2,29,241 316 285

4. Guntur Pain oxi 3,00,425 17,945 1,782

• Vinulconda 1,53,111 8,341 457

Settcno.palli 1,65,246 12,654 1,270

5. Prakashar-1. Earle a our 1,74,977 7,281 3,447

6. Kurnool Atmakur 1,26,159 4,511 1,581

N an dy al 1,99,94’2 3,472 456
1,59,127 2,183 - 305 ----- -

-
Total: 18,99,857 5’3,995 14,042



ANNIXURE - I

INTEGRATED .TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

• * - ’ CHENCHU PROJECT VILLAGES

Districts ONGOLE Block’ YERR-^GON DAP ADEM

;.i. Cod e Name of the Village Tot a 1 popu S.T. Popula
No. Ko. lation tion (1971 )

(1971)
• 2. 3. 4 . 5.

1 
2

4. 20 A
5. 21
6. 23 ’
7. 24
o. 25
9. 26
10. 27
11. 27 A
1-. 34
i 5. 3 o
14. 35 A
15.
16.
17.
18 .
19.

Palutla 
Guttalachenu 
Ponnalebayalu 
Allipalem 
Telugurayanich eruvu 
Madamanichelma 
Suddakunta 
Burugundala 
Garnipent a 
Murikimallapent a 
Neraj emu la 
Garapent a 
Ch ennapalem
Uppaladinnepenta 
Narathadikala 
N ekkant i 
Darabayalu 
Al at a m 
Dadd anala

Tot a Is

362
106
46

125
18

UI
72
17
57

1 69
233
295
74

UI
UI
UI
UI
UI

94

1,668

335
106
46

125
18

UI
72
17
57

165
225
189

67
UI
UI
UI
UI
UI

94

1 ,516

o-j 
m

♦
Block: M A RK A PU R
1 . 5 Marripalem 139 139
2. - 6 - Chinns Arutla 63 63
s? 7 Thu mraa1abayalu 166 136
4 o 8 Ro11spent a 26 26
f 9 Chinamantrala 107 106
6 . 10 Pedamantrela 233 233

contd ...



12 Pedachania
T9 " Chint ala-
13 k Chilakacherl
12 A Chinnac heraa
64 .Pedda irutla

Total :

cl : GIPP-ALURU
LF( 1) Pbeeraarayanicheruvu
RF (2) Isukagundara.

trict: KUKEOOL

14 Indireswarara
RF 1/1 Kotbapalligud err.
RFIl/1 Sandrarapetagudem
EFV/1 Pecheruvugudera
RFVI/1&2 Srisailara
RFVl/3 Hatikeswaraci
RE IX/1 Nag a Lu t ygu d ere
RF X/1 Eairlutygudera
RFXI1/2 Ru d r a c od egu d era
RFXV/1 _ Pangidigudera
RFXVIl/1 ^bbarajukuntagudera

Sudiraagudera
Pasurutlagud era

Total;

: : b^NTILUUTURU
a: Taraadapalli
RF (2') Narapareddikunta
El/7) Eallalaradnagudera 
r F (1) iJ e ra a 11 agu d era

Total:

73 62
157 U3
217 215

42 42
217 21 5

1,440 1 ,380
— — —. — —

120 115
51 46

171 161
—•

Block: iTLZKUkL
Pi rk a: ^llzikKURU
939 174

39 39
27 27

599 490
2,417 256

13 6
160 16 0

578 366
27 27
31 31
93 9"

UI
UI

HI
UI

4,923 1 c r n
— — — —

I 9 b(?O

140
181
87

408



Total: 3,342

Taluk: ZLL/GZLBX 
mock : jiLLi-iGZLDZ .
1 irk a; -.LLaGlEBl

1 . 52 Zbobilam 1,506 117
1. 53 Bacbepalli 1,836 157

■- i Ka» NZNDYZL
1 . Mabanandi 172 172
c » Krisbnanandi 34 34

Total: 206 206

Lie trict x N.ALGONLZ Taluk: BEVZ■RZKONBZ
Block: EEVx. RAKONDi

1 . 196 Chitriyal 869 42
2 . 200 Rekul agadda 50 46
•z. 206 Kambalapalli 256 92

198 IeIdevarapalii 724 84
i . 205 Yelmalmanda 375 84
6. 207 Helu lavaram 800 42
7. 208 Pogilla 88 72
8. 133 Kotbapalli 232 7
c. 176 Gon eboinapalli 1,986 52
10. 175 Boggulad on a 800 16
11. 194 Tbiunnapur 1,062 18
12. 204 Kacbarajpalli 774 8

Tot a 1: 8,016

1 
,

<O 
l in 

l

l 
I

I 
I

I 
l

Cont d.

Liet ri’ GUNTUR •• - - Black: MjiCHERU
Firka : VELIUfrlHI

,1.. 33 Sirigiripadu 5,084 1 ,060

2. 34 Veldurt bi 3,688 144

3. 38
Kolegutla 2,246 116

28 i^anjadi 2,576 286

35 Upp alapad 2,176 . 1b4
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1 . 2 . 3. 4. 5.

6. 32 Ka rd lagum a 2,495 245
7. 36 Patlaveedu 2,3W 104
e. 37 Mutukuru 5,419 1,003c a 96 ' Kot bapullareddipuram 1,652 831

'• Total: 27,646 3,953

Li ■: i rict : KIKH^BOOBN^GZR Taluk: ^CH^MPET 
Block: 4CHi]\PI.T 
Pirka;

• • 77 /iinolu 1 ,855 16
/* o 74 Bommanapalle 2,125 81■z 75 Sid hapuram 2,115 61

*■ • 76 Ivlarm ewarp al le 757 8

77 Gh anpur 1,028 26
£ . 78 Va rkesbwara m 3,321 153
! • 79 Pad ra 551 151

6 80 jlm arabad 7,666 339
y • 81 Mac haram 573 52
'iC. 83 I'/iannanur 2,688 203
‘ I • 84 Vat war lap al li 679 I :

1 2. 85 ihirmalapnr (U.P) 1,321 12
1 3. 86 Uppuruthvla (I) & (U.P) 406 136
14. 87 Laksbmapuram 995 25
15. 89 Udimilla 1,092 113
16. 90 Blared- 686 68
17. 91 bleddimadugu 412 118
• c . • 92 ” Lkkarac ~ 785 18

1 j • 93 Ippalapalle

Total:

1,154

33,209

26

1,787

icc:
1 A !•’ <

[r; ^CHAHEET 
BZWJt

• 82 Surkapalli 1,612 120
p 36 Fingal (all Hamlets) 736
A 41 Beinel 1

!,O64 96

Oontd..

1
i



j. 2 •

4-. 42-
5. 43
e. 45

" " 5.

. Billaksl ----- 
Kondanagul

Balmer

4 -

116
5,572

' 2,655

5-

_ . 68
280

26

Total'- 9,553 1,326

Tf luk 
Llcck

KOLLAR
K0LL4BUR
koll ^ur

112
115

45
111

59

o .
*7 .

Tirmalapalli
Narlapuram
Yapatla
P/Iaredumandinne
Ray area
Mukudugudein
Jagannathapuram
Karpamula 
jimbatpalli

Tttal:

277 67
1,006 51

520 50
631 10
901 37

42 •42
32 32
44 44

2,534 .27

5,987 360



J b

VI
District? HIDERABAD

S.Nbi Cado No. Name of the village

1 • Ku s uma saniud ran 5
2.

J •

•

5.

6.

7.
( 7 
C *

Q w

W*

103 Rampoor H/o J
K u s uma s a n u d r a r i I

§ /
Challapur J

Shaikapally H/o ) 
Motiamadabad ■)
Chinnapally h/c }
Mohamadabad )

) 
D ha ma pur H/o )
Mo ha mad ab ad )

Oalwa id <)
J

Bandayelikicherlaj 
& Scr±l±nganpally^

Merjahid ;?ur
Iakkulapaiiy

1 i. 134 Ant a ran jj
1st op 11 ram |

1.3 . <35 Puttapad
l4. 98 Kothapally

-1 V 14/ 8akalapei2-[
! C) o 102 4nanthsa.gaP
W 
/ ° 93 Chavadapuran

Total;

' Block ? PAHG1

"" •*****•»*  •»«• r»>

Total ftS T
Population Population "*- — “■ ................... _

T,950 11+7

^7^3 130

165

4o
4/4 100

jo

TjM1)- 26

10
1,167 6
1,3'W 26

75U

Mo 46
1 5 ?60

(

15,81+6 798



APIA SELECTED FOR M1LK PRdDuCTxON.

T.DISTRICT VILLAGE

.Mahabubnagar 1.Eegalapenta

v *t ,1 2.Sunnipenta

2.Kurnool 3.Srisailamgudem 
ij-. Hat ekes war am

5.Sikharam

II. Kurnool Nagaluti
Bairluti

III. Mahabubnagar. U ma mahe swa ra m

Mannanur
Turakapalli
Ve nke swa ram

IV. Ongole Dornal

Chintala
T ummalabayalu
Pelanantrala
Railaguntla
Marripalon.



Gangalakunta x 
(Guntur D i s t•/

.q oi institution

2o UrDIC 11

Existing

g
q
1 

o
 

i-
i 

r 
i 

i 
-i 

i 
-i 

t 
: 

i Q

District Propo sod

LG C-'pl 13.1 Lingo. 1 Ma habubnagar

Anarabad -do-

Dornala Prakashan

Srisailan Kurnool

Ayuivedi Dispensary Mannanur Mahabubnagar

J.M. Unit Mannanur -do-

Dornala Prakasham

*‘binary Health Centre Paci ra

D o mala

Mahabubnagar

Prakashan

Ibdaraaiitlian^l.
(Prakashau o2-

p,H,C. Subcent re Uppunthula Mahabubnagar Ko nd a nag ill

Chinthala

Garape nt a

Palutla

i eternity & Chili 
’ olfino Centre Mannar.ur Mahabubnagar Na ra pa re d d i " 

kunta.

D ispo nsa ry Bairtuty Kurnool Pecberuvu

Kanbalpallij
(Nalffonda dt



J. EBUCATIOUAB institutions

Type of Institution

High School

UpperjPrimary School

Existing

1. Llannanur

2.Srisailam
1. Bairluty
2. Bo mala

1o Bairluty

Ashram

Prim-ary School

Boarding Homes and 
Hostels

1. Earhahad
2. Chenchugudem 

(H/o Kondanagul)

3• lial chintapalli 
(Kollapur Tq.)

4. Pc damant r al a

5. Pecheruvu

6. Chintala

7. Narapareddikunta
8. G-arapenta
9. 'Allipalem

10. Paintla

11. Llahonandi

12. Peddamool 
(Nalgon-da Bist)

13. Banal
14.Siddapur

1 i Indireswaram.
2 iOhilakacherla
3 iVatwarlapalli
4.Appaipally
1  Srisailam*
2 i Bairluty
3. Bornala
4. Vatwarlapal1i
5. Appaipalli
b.LIannanur (B)
7, IJannonur ((J)

1 * rfchanoaidi



0

1

3

<, N o • “Tygpe of Road

i • jRs.rtjli'Gxi
ra.z?*tli^p_

3 i
4^

Eaactli^i

: «

{ • raae-tti^n

3 i- Oa3?-tkL^n
3 •

10 i Sax-tli^n

1 1 • EarthL^n

^2i Eax“tli^rL

13. Baxth^n

Sa.X'-tla^n

15. ’fe-:rth^n

16 i Sartht^n

17. EartlB^n

18i
19.
20 4

21 .
22 a ^rt^en

2> i

24.

25. -^-nrt^en

- - 4.-COSlRuRlCATIONS - ---------

From" ' ’ ‘ ‘ To“ " ’ ' " ’ “ "Bong'

Chintala Pedachama
H all amadugul ap ent al e da chama

Chinamant anal aCherlopalli 
Summalabailu
Sanj ivaripalli

San3ivaripalli 
Narathadikala 
i^uguturu
Still al acheruvu
Akkalapalen
Becheruvu
Bairluty
Kelugode

Rnllakalva
Gundl a Br ahme s - 
waram.
Chelama
Racherla
Sfemnanur
V.V.Balli
Stillaipalli
-kppapur
S'arhubad
Bingal
^nisailam Road
Chjjitapally

Becheruvu.
Telugurayani- 
Cheruvu
Ifarathadikala 
Ruttalacheruvu 
Chint ala imudip i 
G-arapenta 
Cheimupal era. 
Roll ap ent a
Rudracode
Gundla Brahmes- 
warau
Rudracode 
Biguvameta 
via. I s'kagundan 
Bairani
Rechigundala 
ParhaB ad
Sarlapalli
Bur jugimdal
Behrapur
Nelganga
Appaipally
Jat r avpldialt a
Peddavote

2 Kia
12-.9

9<7
6.4 ®

17.7
21.0

7*0  K-
1 1 4 1 1-'

8»0
14io 'to
16.0 Ito

21;0 Ito
8.0 Ito

13 i0
7i0 Shi

10 4 0 W
l6i0 W
32iO fc
UiO lua 

6.-0 Km 
48i0 ’Km 

2;3 Km 
8.0 Bn 
7.6 Ito
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